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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: Russia
Employees in Russia were recently taught to
smile so they would appear friendlier to
foreigners. The BBC reports that the
nation's public transport authorities are
providing special smile training for workers
at organizations like Russian Railways, Fifa
and the Moscow Metro in preparation of the
2018 FIFA World Cup. According to the
The Atlantic, there's an old Russian adage
that says, “Laughter without reason is a mark
of fools.” Smiling at a stranger can reportedly
be considered a sign of stupidity or
deceitfulness in Russian culture. Film
director Yulia Melamed told reporters that
she was once stopped by a Russian police
officer for smiling on the street. Authorities
worried that this cultural difference could
cause misunderstandings as millions of
tourists were expected to make their way to
the country during the World Cup,
prompting them to initiate the smile training
sessions. While Russian train workers were
being taught to be more welcoming, a
member of Parliament warned the country's
women to avoid having sex with foreign men
of different races, the New York Times

reports. Another cautioned against hugging
or touching visitors, as they might carry
infectious diseases.

Dateline: Florida
A man who believed he'd been sold tainted
crystal meth brought it to a police station to
be tested. Last week, the Putnam County
Sheriff's Office in Florida posted a notice on
Facebook stating they will now offer free
drug testing to anyone who believes they
were sold bad drugs. According to the post,
Douglas Peter Kelly contacted the sheriff's
office and told them that he had purchased
illegal methamphetamine a week earlier and
had suffered a “bad reaction” after smoking
it. He reportedly told officers that he was
concerned he had been sold the wrong drug
and wanted to have the substance tested. If
it wasn't methamphetamine, he said he
wanted to “press charges” against the person
who sold it to him. In an “effort to ensure
the quality of the drug,” detectives invited
Kelly to the sheriff's office to have the
substance tested at no charge. The man
drove to the station and surrendered a clear,
crystal-like substance to detectives, who
immediately tested it. They delivered the
good news to Kelly: The substance was
indeed crystal methamphetamine. He was
then arrested and charged with possession of
an illegal drug. He is currently being held on
$5,000 bond, according to law enforcement
officials, who say they are “always ready to

assist anyone who believes they were misled
in their illegal drug purchase.”

Dateline: Missouri
A university is offering $3,500 to anyone
willing to be exposed to the flu virus at the
“Hotel Influenza.” Scientists at the new
Extended Stay Research Unit at St. Louis
University's Center for Vaccine
Development want to begin conducting
“human challenge influenza studies.”
Volunteers will receive either a vaccine or
placebo and then be exposed to the influenza
virus. They will then be quarantined in
SLU’s challenge unit for around 10 days.
Guests at the Hotel Influenza will be treated
to the “trappings of a staycation,” and will
enjoy private hotel-style accommodations,
including television, internet and private
bathrooms. A common area provides
comfortable seating for socializing and
entertainment, and catered meals will be
served in the dining room. There's even
exercise equipment for those who have the
strength. Researchers say the human
challenge study will assist scientists in
developing a universal influenza vaccine.
Currently, new flu vaccines have to be
developed annually, as each one only targets
a specific strain. A universal vaccine would
protect people from many strains of flu.
Scientists at SLU also hope the new
Extended Stay Research Unit will provide
better drug studies relating to other illnesses
in the future.

Dateline: Minnesota
A skyscraper-climbing raccoon has become
an internet star after it scaled a 25-story
building in downtown St. Paul, Minn. The
animal was spotted trapped on the ledge of a
building last week. According to Vox,
maintenance workers attempted to rescue
the animal, but it became frightened and ran
to a neighboring building—where it began
climbing upward. The raccoon's stunt caused
a stir on various social media sites, where
numerous images and videos were posted live
by onlookers. After nearly 16 hours on the
building, the raccoon safely made it to the
roof of the building, where authorities were
able to trap it. Wildlife Management Service
later posted a video of the animal being
released in a nearby suburb.

Dateline: North Dakota
The mayor of a small town in North Dakota
won the election thanks to three unanimous
votes. NPR's “Morning Edition” reports
Bruce Lorenz, mayor of Ruso, N.D.—the
state's smallest incorporated city—was
reelected last week with 100 percent of the 3
votes cast in the election. According to the
report, the mayor, who is 86-years-old had
forgotten it was election day until his
daughter reminded him. It is unclear what
the outcome would have been had voter
turnout been lower. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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New Traffic Center Planned
City, county and state officials held a news
conference last week to announce the
development of a multi-agency Regional Traffic
Management Center to help manage traffic
congestion resulting from accidents, construction
or inclement weather.
Officials hope the RTMC—which will

consolidate four command centers operated by
different agencies around the city—will make
communications between law enforcement and
transportation agencies simpler and streamline
emergency response time. The Bernalillo County
Sheriff’s Office traffic and DWI units will be
located in the RTMC building, as well as the
county’s Traffic Operations Group. 
The city plans to convert the US Armed Forces

Reserve Center on Wyoming to house the RTMC
by 2019. The project will reportedly open for bids
later this summer with construction possibly
beginning in fall of 2019.
Mayor Tim Keller also announced a new

orange barrel policy at the conference which will
require construction firms to only put up
barricades an hour before construction and
remove them immediately after. Barricades will
also be required to move during rush hour for
projects lasting more than one day.

Radioactive Contamination Found
In developing news, sources close to the US
government informed the media on late Monday
about the latest possible radioactive
contamination of a worker at a weapons
development facility.
The Associated Press and Santa Fe New

Mexican report that a non-government, but DOE
authorized safety panel found that radioactive
contamination on worker body parts, as well as at
select locations throughout the facility, had been
detected.
In May a troubling incident at the labs occurred

when contamination resulting in the mass
decontamination of a work crew tasked with pipe-
building at the New Mexico facility was reported.
Further, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety

board found that another work crew at the nuclear
lab wrongly and dangerously moved highly
poisonous plutonium salts from one location to
another.
In this year alone, there have already been six

such incidents noted by the board, but lab
spokespeople maintain that no health hazard to
workers or the public has developed.

Secretary of State Candidate Drops Out

of Race
Republican nominee for Secretary of State
JoHanna Cox announced last week that she was
withdrawing from the race. In a statement, Cox
said she was ending her campaign because her
family requires her full attention at the moment.
She also said she would fully support whatever
candidate takes her place as GOP nominee.
According to NM Political Report, Cox's

campaign was suffering from funding problems—
she reportedly only had $1,300 cash on hand in
the final pre-primary campaign finance reports.
Earlier this month, the Albuquerque Journal
reported that Cox, formerly a prosecutor and
currently working as civil lawyer, was sued for legal
malpractice three times in the past six years. The
most recent lawsuit, filed in May, the New Mexico
Coalition of Public Safety Officers accuses Cox of
committing fraud and taking actions that went
against her client's best interest.
The state's Republicans will now have to find a

replacement candidate to face Democratic
incumbent Maggie Toulouse Oliver and Libertarian
nominee Sandra Jeff. a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | CoUNCil WaTCh

Fireworks, Golf and the Chief
Council also approves union agreements, recognizes volunteers

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

N
ew golf digs, union pay agreements and the
official appointment of a top cop held the
attention of the Albuquerque City Council at

its nearly five-hour long June 18 regular meeting.
The Council does not meet during the month of
July because of summer vacations.

Fireworks Cautions
Albuquerque Fire Chief Paul Dow said the

wildfire danger rating is very high and fireworks
and open burn restrictions are in place. This
includes no open fires, no smoking and no
fireworks in the Rio Grande Bosque or in any city
open space. Chief Dow said he is not inclined to
completely close the Rio Grande Bosque. He said
the department needs the extra ears and eyes in
the Bosque to help identify suspicious activities
and camp fires.
Illegal fireworks are ones that spark, ignite,

explode or flame over 10 feet high or larger than
a 6-foot circle or is louder than a cap gun. The
county put open burn restrictions in place back in
April and banned illegal fireworks last week. Dow
said the easiest way to determine whether the
firework you are about to light is legal or illegal is
to read the label. If it says WARNING, then it is
an illegal firework. If it says CAUTION, then it is
legal. Also people calling to identify ordinance
violators endangering the community should call
the city’s 311 line not the 911 emergency line. 

Birdie or Bogey?
It was not a slam dunk but Topgolf LLC

scored a $2.6 million economic development
incentive to build on the former Beach
Waterpark spot at Montaño and I-25. Councilor
Don Harris dealt the lone nay vote to the sweet
deal. The project will get $400,000 from the city’s
general coffers and an incremental tax
reimbursement of up to $1.8 million to help out
the devloper with land, building or infrastructure
costs. The Council also coughed up $326,000 to
improve the roads leading to the site. There are
some clawback protections to assure the company
complies with the terms, which include
maintaining 132 full-time jobs.
Big Shots Golf, a local business building a

similar golf entertainment venue at the former
Golf Academy at Balloon Fiesta Park, made some
waves, along with the owner of a popular
trampoline park, by telling the Council that they
are true local businesses, and they should get some
bucks as well. Public comment was not all for said
appropriations, with many questioning the recent
gross receipts tax hike, too.
It is not a sure thing that Mayor Tim Keller

will sign this funding measure as he recently
vetoed the Council’s resolution to move forward
with the deal. Keller has said he is in favor of
Topgolf coming to town but argues that this
incentive package is not a good deal for the

taxpayers; it does not create higher paying jobs,
nor does it have stringent enough protections to
recover the tax dollars, if the company does not
perform as expected. Since the measure passed 8-
1, a veto could be looking for an override and,
consequently, more negotions.

Top Cop
After a nationwide search for a new Police

Chief, the job went to a familiar face from within.
Interim Police Chief Michael Geier will keep the
top cop badge. In a unanimous move, Councilors
affirmed Mayor Tim Keller’s choice. Geier, 65,
had 20 years under his vest with the Chicago
Police Department and another 20 years with
Albuquerque Police Department, before taking
the reins of the Rio Rancho department. He then
came back to Burque PD in 2017 as interim chief.
A 5-member search team headed by James Lewis
reviewed about 28 applications before
recommending Geier. The local police union
agrees Geier is the right choice.
Geier said he is committed to taking an

aggressive stance on crime, and working diligently
to comply with the DOJ agreement, among other
goals he has for the department. One public
speaker said she was speaking on behalf of the
9,000 statewide members of Moms Demand
Action For Gun Sense, and they overwhelmingly
support Geier. She said he has worked closely
with this group to address gun violence. No doubt
the Council was unanimous because everyone
etlse is as well.

Union Deuce
A couple of collective bargaining agreements

were also unanimously approved. One is with the
International Association of Fire Fighters, Local
244 (IAFF), and includes giving rank and file
members a minimum three percent raise for the
next two years.

The other is a collective bargaining agreement
with Albuquerque Police Officers Association,
which among other things provides for an average
of 10 percent raises in FY19, and 4.5 percent in
FY20. Union representatives speaking for both
groups said they were happy with the contracts.

Stepping Up
After volunteers were asked to stand and be

recognized, Councilor Trudy Jones questioned the
qualifications of a couple of the volunteers. Both
candidates were on hand, and competently
answered Jones’ questions, showing they were
more than qualified. This group of folks includes:
Alan F. Weitzel and Beverly R. Bendicksen,
appointed to the Albuquerque Museum Board of
Trustees; Dr. Bruce J. Perlman, PhD and Dr.
Wendy Wintermute, PhD who will be on the
Indicators Progress Commission; Irene Entila was
inducted into the Greater Albuquerque Bicycling
Advsory Committee; May V. Hindera will be a
member of the Para Transit Advisory; Matthew
Butkus and Diane Mourning Brown are now
members of the Affordable Housing Committee;
Tanesia R. Hale-Jones was apppointed to the
Biological Park Board and Israel Chavez is now a
member the Transit Advisory Board. The
Council re-appointed Carole C. Sullivan to the
Urban Enhancement Trust Fund and Denise P.
Pepin to the Old Town Portal Market Advisory
Board. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 

Monday, Aug. 6, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers 

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYA serious moment for Councilors Benton, Borrego and Winter
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In the Sands of the Desert
Vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
am writing this right now—at 10:23am on
Tuesday, June 19—about seven hours before
the paper goes to press. My breaking news alert

says that President Trump tweeted a message just
recently—well, at 9:52am MDT—that says
“Democrats want illegal immigrants, no matter
how bad they may be, to pour into and infest our
Country, like MS-13.”
Using these sorts of dehumanizing

justifications, Trump’s cruel zero-tolerance
immigration policy continues its tragic
development. Immigrants crossing into the US
risk capture and detention. If they have their
children with them, they will be separated from
their families. You know the rest of the story by
now. Repeating it does some good, but I am
more apt at this point to tell you to go to your
window, open it, thrust your head and shoulders
out into the summer sun and scream that you
are mad as hell and you are not going to take it
anymore.
A more productive endeavor may be to

follow the Rio Grande as it flows toward the
southern lands. About 350 miles from here there
is a town called Tornillo. It’s in Tejas and it’s the
place where the US government is housing the
children of detained immigrants.
Last week, thousands of citizens converged

on that desert outpost to see for themselves what
was going on, to protest the inhumane and
undemocratic results of the right wing being
unleashed after the election of Donald Trump.
New Mexico Dream Team member and local

elementary school teacher Ingrid Ordoñez took
part in the massive protest and demonstrations
that took place at the ICE immigrant holding
facilities in that Texas town. 

Weekly Alibimet with Ordoñez and NM
Dream Team Communications Director
Flaviano Graciano to get a better idea of what is
happening to our world, just south of here, at
the place where the river still flows and the
hummingbirds fly past cages and walls.

Weekly Alibi: Could you please tell our

readers a little bit about yourself, Ingrid?

I’m 21 years old and I am from Chihuahua,
Mexico. I came here in 2007; my family and I
were fleeing violence. My dad was a police
officer, a municipal police officer in Chihuahua.
He was a good cop; he didn’t want to collaborate
or cooperate with the mafia or the cartels. Once
my dad made that decision, and told them point
blank, that he wasn’t about to work with them,
my whole family was threatened. We had to
leave our home behind or be killed. So I grew up
in Albuquerque. Two years ago I received my
green card; now I’m a teacher, a special
education teacher at South Valley Academy.

So, you’re 21, already have a bachelors

degree and a teaching certification and you

teach special ed; that seems pretty

exceptional to me.

Yeah, seventh grade.

What did you see in Tornillo, at a facility our

government is using to house children

who’ve been forcibly separated from their

parents?

I went with the NM Dream Team. I’ve been a
member for a few years now. When they asked
me if I wanted to go down to Tornillo, I was
filled with uncertainty; I didn’t know what to
expect. Being a teacher and working with kids
who are in the seventh grade made me realize
that the image of children detained in tents and
cages was crazy, it’s something we shouldn’t have
to imagine. But it’s real. They are separated from
their families. I am not sure that they are
receiving proper nutrition, if they are being
well-fed.

Did you see any occurrences of abuse,

anything questionable?

So, we went down there for the protest and were
not allowed access to the facilities. There were
hundreds of people there on the edge of the
facility, empowered, hundreds yelling for justice.
We were only allowed to see the outside of the
buildings. The police presence was heavy and it
was heavily militarized. In one instance, when
we were marching back and forth, there was an
officer passing by in his vehicle with his phone
out, continually recording us, passing by again
and again. 

government. As Americans, we say how much
we value our children, how they must be
protected, yet we are imprisoning families that
are running away from violence, to start better
lives in the US. These children are not
criminals.

Are you hopeful that this situation will

evolve toward an end to such detentions?

I think it’s a really good time to question the
type of people that are representing us in the
government. These immigration policies are an
indication of poor political leadership. As a
young person I want to implore all citizens to
vote in November. Your vote means something
here and in the scope of what Trumpism is doing
to our country. Voting is very important to the
process of changing these policies.
Flaviano Graciano: First and foremost, the

last thing we should do is lose hope. Now more
than ever is the time to be informed and
resolute about everything that is going on with
this administration. And also be prepared. From
our perspective, the prospective of the dream
team, our job is to help the undocumented be
informed, help them know their rights, know
what they can do in their capacity—because
they can’t vote—to get involved, to influence
the popular vote. The elections this year will be
very important. We must organize, be informed
and take action through civil disobedience. You
don’t necessarily have to go down to Tornillo.
There are ICE detention centers all over this
area of the country. The protests and
demonstrations at these facilities should
continue until the inhumane practices end. a

What do you make of all of this?

I believe that this entire scenario is inhumane. I
believe that our nation is repeating history. And
we have converted facilities that were designed
for people seeking asylum into prison camps.
There are children in cages. What’s happening
now is reminiscent of the Japanese internment
camps, or worse.

What do you think citizens should do about

these outrageous events and

circumstances?

We should definitely push our congressional
representatives to introduce legislation to
defund ICE. What we are clearly seeing is that
their main function seems to be separating then
imprisoning entire families; they are actually
targeting youths. So yes, I believe that qualifies
their agency for defunding.

Is there some criminal conspiracy, as Trump

has implied, where children are being used

as unwitting pawns so that gang members

and criminals can get into the US via the

asylum process?

To our knowledge there is no evidence of that
being a common practice. It may have happened
anomalously, but it’s ridiculous to put forth such
far-fetched beliefs as reality.

What will you remember about your

pilgrimage to Tornillo?

It is absurd that our nation is having a
conversation about the innocence of children,
about children behind held hostage by the

Burqueña Ingrid Ordoñez leads a protest in Tornillo, Texas COURTESY NM DREAM TEAM
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF JUNE 21-27

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY JUNE 21 FRIDAY JUNE 22

SATURDAY JUNE 23

I WANNA BE A COWBOY, BABY

Edgewood is a literally-named and countrified community just east of Tijeras canyon. It’s at a geographic nexus
where the Rocky Mountains literally meet up with the great plains that stretch out toward the eastern horizon. The
area’s long been the domain of cattle and cowboys and that shows in the culture found in those nearby yet
distant from the hustle and bustle of Albuquerque towns like Edgewood, Stanley and Estancia. During the last half
of June, the town of Edgewood hosts Cowboy Days, a series of events filled with activities and entertainment�like
a world-class car show, local wildlife festival and single action shooting contest�all about the rural eastern part of
our state, where cowboys are still common place and deeply valued. On Thursday, June 21 the festival features a
Music and Brews Night, hosted by Sierra Blanca Brewing, from 5 to 9pm at the Wildlife West Nature Park.
That’s located off of I-40 in Edgewood, and it’s before you pass the Walmart headed toward Tucumcari. Several
locally notable and twangy bands are on hand to help tip back that barley soda, so you oughta go. The event is
free, so saddle up, pard. WILDLIFE WEST 87 N FRONTAGE, 5 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5o88. (August March) a

BUBBLE POPPED

Forget everything you think you know
about bubbles and get ready to
experience Mr. Guffaw’s Big Bubble
Circus. The Friends for the Public Library
are bringing Jim Jackson—the
distinguished Mr. Guffaw—to the South
Valley Public Library to delight children
of all ages with a menagerie of soap
bubbles in a variety of shapes and
sizes. This free display of circus magic,
clowning and general tomfoolery takes
place this Thursday, June 21 from 11am
to noon. CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY 6901 BARSTOW

ST NE, 2:30 TO 3:30PM alibi.com/v/5pdx.

(Joshua Lee) a

DOLL PARTS

Drag culture has become a celebrated part of the
popular entertainment scene in the last few years,
which can be acutely attributed to the explosion of
“RuPaul’s Drag Race.” One of many stars created by
the show, Trixie Mattel, brings her Now With Moving
Parts Tour through our dusty city, along with 49
others. Trixie is now on her second solo tour and has
released two full-length LPs featuring plenty of
tongue-and-cheek country and folk tunes. She
manages a bawdy, yet charming variety show of drag,
comedy and music that intentionally caters to an all-
ages crowd. Sashay into the Kimo Theatre on
Thursday, June 21 for this vivid and colorful show
from 8 to 10:30pm. Doors open at 7pm with a
pricetag starting at $35. Gotta love a tagline that
caters to a brand: “Accessories sold separately.
Batteries not included. Ages three and up.” For more
information on the tour visit dragfans.com KIMO

THEATRE 423 CENTRAL AVE NW, 8 TO 10:30PM alibi.com/v/5rvn.

(Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

BLACK MATTER: THE UNTAPPED VOICES OF 2018

New Mexico Black Expo, a multi-event colloquium for
the empowerment of the African-American community
in Albuquerque through a series of timely gatherings,
happens at two different venues throughout the city,
on June 22 and 23. On Friday, June 22 join other like-
minded community members at the Albuquerque
Sheraton Uptown for two influential meetings. From
8:30am through 3pm, the Black Child Wellness
Summit takes place. From 11:30am through 1:30pm
this event breaks into an Outstanding Awards Luncheon.
The next evening, Saturday, June 23 get ready for the
Black Cultural Extravaganza at Villa Hispana at Expo
New Mexico. From 2:30 to 9pm enjoy food vendors,
health and education booths, a children’s corner, a
hair battle, a talent contest as well as a Black
Business Trade Show. There’s no cost for any of these
all-ages events, but registration is required and it
costs $5 to park at state fairgrounds. For more
information go to NMBlackExpo.com. VILLA HISPANA @
EXPO NM 300 SAN PEDRO DR NE, 8:30AM TO 3PM alibi.com/v/5qsi.

(August March) a

SONGS TO OVERTHROW THE STATUS QUO

Before the era of #metoo and
highly marketable feminist t-shirts,
there was a generation of flower
power women who wore their skirts
short and their hair tall. Beehive:

The 60’s Musical celebrates these
women with songs like “Me and
Bobby McGee” and “Son of a
Preacher Man” this (and next)
weekend at Desert Rose Playhouse.
Catch the performance Friday or
Saturday, June 22 and 23, at
7:30pm, on Sunday at 2pm, or at
the same times every weekend
through July 15. Tickets are $15 to
$18 and available in advance at
desertroseplayhouse.net or by calling
563-0316. DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE

6921 MONTGOMERY BLVD NE, 7:30PM

alibi.com/v/5t3k. (Robin Babb) a

DON’T BEAT AROUND THE BUSH, SENSI-BOYS

Men, are you not up for the challenge in the bedroom?
Well, look no further! Daven Lee has created a workshop
built especially for the wounded man. She is leading
the way into a menagerie of sexuality to make any man
rise to the occasion. How to Make Love to a Woman: A
Workshop for Men, teaches the dynamics of yin and
yang in lovemaking, a women’s complex arousal network
and female ejaculation, sure to get you both wet. Do not
let this opportunity pass as this play date is limited to
six and pre-registration is required. The workshop
happens on Saturday, June 23 from 10am to 2pm at
the Vedic Chant Center in Santa Fe at a cost of $75.
Contact Daven at info@doaistwoman.com to pre-register
and connect with her before the event. Come out and
learn to be the best lover one can be. VEDIC CHANT CENTER

STUDIO 901 W SAN MATEO RD, 10AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/5s54.

(Ramona Beezus) a

COURTESY OF THE ARTISTCOURTESY OF THE ARTIST

COURTESY OF DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY JUNE 21
DE SOTO AND COMPANY Eubank Women's Symposium II. Experts
in the areas of finance and nutrition focus on giving information to
empower women to become confident in handling their money,
health and appearance. 4113 Eubank Blvd NE. 5:30-7pm.
506-0612. alibi.com/v/5sul.

KIDS
LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Play the Harmonica. Get a free harmonica
and everything needed to get started on the path to mastering this
fun and easy instrument. For ages 13 to 17. Registration required.
1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 3-4pm. 761-4020. alibi.com/v/5pmd.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Be A Rock Star with ¡Explora! Students use
microscopes to discover types of rocks, model the rock cycle and
perform a series of tests to unearth a mystery mineral. For ages 9
to 12. Registration required. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm.
256-2067. alibi.com/v/5ppk.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood Junior Zookeeper Day Camp. Children
ages 8 to 12 years learn about zookeeping techniques, animal
enrichment and basic biology of native wildlife and plants as well
as being close to wildlife in a safe environment. 87 N Frontage.
$30-$70. 9am-noon. 281-7655. alibi.com/v/5q4g.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Finding the Big O. Sex therapist and Self Serve co-
founder Molly Adler talks about the mind-body connection, improving
timing, communication tips and sex techniques that awaken the
senses. 3904 Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/5q9i.

FRIDAY JUNE 22
KIDS
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Roust the House Teen
Performance Night. Local teen bands and soloists, from punk rock
to classical piano, to singer-songwriters, hip-hoppers, spoken word
artists and more bring it all to the stage. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $3.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5srr.

RUDOLFO ANAYA LIBRARY Sing a Song. Learn the basics of singing
from a professional singer and voice teacher, Jacqueline Zander-
Wall. For ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 7704 Second Street
NW. 2-3pm. 897-8823. alibi.com/v/5ppc.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOLIDAY DANCE STUDIO Friday Night Dance. Singles and couples
take a beginning dance lesson followed by a dance social with light
refreshments. 5200 Eubank Blvd NE Suite D. $10. 7-10pm. 18+.
508-4020. alibi.com/v/5so7.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood Goat Yoga. A fully interactive experience
in which yogis complete their practice surrounded by playful goats.
All proceeds will benefit local Wildlife West, a native wildlife animal
sanctuary. 2-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5t0c. Also, A fully
interactive experience in which yogis complete their practice
surrounded by playful goats. All proceeds benefit local Wildlife West,
a native wildlife animal sanctuary. 87 N Frontage. $20. 4-5:30pm.
ALL-AGES! (415) 867-4234. alibi.com/v/5t1i.

SATURDAY JUNE 23
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER Convoy of Hope
Albuquerque. Local churches, businesses, community service and
health organizations partner to provide guests with groceries, medical
and dental screenings, haircuts, community services and more.
401 Second Street NW. 10am-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4575.
alibi.com/v/5sed.

HIGHLAND HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER World
Refugee Day Celebration. Celebrate with music, dancing, food and
cultural exchange activities as well as a citizenship ceremony to
celebrate new citizens. 4700 Coal Ave SE. 4:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
835-5522. alibi.com/v/5rh3.

TOM TENORIO PARK Día De Jerry Padilla. Enjoy music, food, vendors
and a car and truck show with a hopping contest for $1,000 cash
prize.  Proceeds support local advocates working to end child abuse.
2900 Arenal Road SW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5qsm.

LEARN
THE KOSMOS Spring Into Vision: An Empowering Vision Board
Workshop! Learn techniques with like-minded individuals and a
positive mindset utilizing goal setting worksheets, self-care techniques
and vision board creation. All materials are provided. 1715 Fifth
Street NW. $50. Noon-3pm. 13+. 448-9038. alibi.com/v/5rhm.

SPORTS
CIVIC PLAZA World Cup Watch Party. Join USL New Mexico, the

state's first-ever professional soccer team, in watching the 2018
World Cup games. 1 Civic Plaza. 9am. ALL-AGES! 999-8343.
alibi.com/v/5sas.

TINGLEY COLISEUMWWE Live: Summerslam Heatwave Tour. See
wrestling superstars in the ultimate showdown. 300 San Pedro NE.
$17. 7:30-9:30pm. 925-5858. alibi.com/v/5rlk.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK FIFA World Cup: South Korea
vs. Mexico. Watch the match as the bar opens early to accomodate
the start time. 1800 Fourth Street NW. 9am-noon. 21+. 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/5s4i.

PETS
BOOFY'S BEST FOR PETS Lucky Paws Pet Adoptions. The “Van on
the Move” visits for an adoption event featuring shelter animals
from Albuquerque Animal Welfare. 8201 Golf Course Rd. NW.
10:30am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 890-0757. alibi.com/v/5t3j.

CAMP BOW WOW ALBUQUERQUE Camp Bow Wow's Summer
Kickoff Party. Help raise money for local animal rescues. Visit adopt-
able dogs, have some food, play games and bid at the silent auction
with more. 3228 Los Arboles NE. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES! 881-3647.
alibi.com/v/5s8z.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CHINESE CULTURE CENTER Using Chi Kung to Promote Shoulder,
Neck, Back and Knee Health. Learn to move the fascia in the
shoulder, neck and upper back to relieve tension and stress as well
as how to use Chi Kung to relieve certain types of knee pain. 427
Adams St SE. $50. 10am-noon. 18+. 268-7023. alibi.com/v/5riw.

GAYATRI TEMPLEHealing Rama Puja Ceremony. A bathing ceremony
begins the puja. Then, offer names and powers of Rama by offering
red rice. Chant mantras of Rama, Dhanvantari, Narayana and Shiva.
Bring flowers and fruit as offerings. 136 Washington St SE. $20.
2pm. ALL-AGES! 639-8799. alibi.com/v/5rud.

SUNDAY JUNE 24
OUTDOOR
ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Photography Hike. Jonathan of
Open Space staff leads an exploration and offers demonstrations
on a photo hike. Pre-registration required. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE.
$2. 9am. 452-5205. alibi.com/v/5sbx.

PETS
BOOFY'S BEST FOR PETS Kitty Adoptions with F.A.T. Katz. Meet
adoptable kitties from local nonprofit rescue group F.A.T. Katz. 8201
Golf Course Rd. NW. Free. 11am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 890-0757.
alibi.com/v/5t7p.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
YOGASAAR Summer Solstice Meditation Intensive. Share misun-
derstood ideals of compassion, learn to recognize the difference
between actions that are compassionate versus actions that are
dependent and how to honor limits and capacity fearlessly. 2205
Silver Ave SE. $40. 11am-2pm. 585-3736. alibi.com/v/5sut.

TUESDAY JUNE 26
KIDS
SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY The Power of Story in Communities
with Santa Fe Opera. Participants interact, developing characters,
costumes, story elements and a plot, culminating in a final perform-
ance finale. For ages 13 to 17. Registration required. 3904 Isleta
Blvd SW. 3-5pm. 877-5170. alibi.com/v/5ptg.

LEARN
NORTHERN RIO GRANDE NATIONAL HERITAGE CENTER, Alcalde
Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Talks: Rethinking 17th Century N.M.
Anthropologist and author Scott Ortman discusses the initial century
of Spanish contact in N.M., grounded in Post-Colonial theory with
focus on population decline, resistance and revitalization. 848 State
Rd 68. $5. 6:30-8pm. 852-1351. alibi.com/v/5rub.

OUTDOOR
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Night Walk. Explore the wonders
of nightfall and walk on a guided tour through the garden in search
of night-blooming plants, nocturnal animals and night pollinators
2601 Central Ave NW. 6:30-8:30pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/5s6u.

WEDNESDAY JUNE 27
KIDS
TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Jack and the Beanstalk with Opera
Unlimited. Jack & The Beanstalk is designed to encourage an interest
and enthusiasm for literature and music through musical theater
with larger-than-life characters perfect for a children’s opera. 8205
Apache Ave NE. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 291-6264.
alibi.com/v/5pzz.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Butt Stuff: Practical Prep for Butt Sex. Learn about
techniques on relaxation, great anal-safe toys, lubricant options as
well as an intro to the prostate and bust myths about butts. 3904
Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5q9l.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Poems with Purpose
Poetry for a Cause—a night of spoken word,
vendors, food and music—returns for the
second year on Friday, June 22. Starting at
7pm at the Downtown @ 700 2nd Apartments
(700 Second Street NW), this event brings
the likes of Jessica Helen Lopez, Kharlos
Panterra and Lydia Andrews to compete in a
slam poetry competition, meanwhile, 100
percent of the proceeds from the evening go
toward the Supportive Housing Coalition of
New Mexico. Just $5 gets you in the door, and
helps the cause to end homelessness in our
community. 

The Write Moves
Aspiring writer? Your inspiration has arrived.
Beginning this Friday, June 22, Plot Duckies
(a local creative writing-centric business
owned and operated by author Sonja Dewing)
hosts a Short Story-A-Thon. Over the course
of the weekend-long event—that is, Friday
evening, Saturday, June, 23 and Sunday, June
24 at FatPipe ABQ (200 Broadway Blvd.
NE)—Dewing will coach writers from
brainstorming plot to publishing the piece on
Amazon. Designed for the creative that wants
to get things done, this workshop will offer not
just motivation, but tangible take-aways.
Tickets for a single session start around $12.
Details can be found at plotduckies.com. 

Red Herring for Dinner
Mystery? Check. Excitement? Check. Snacks?
Most definitely check. Foul Play Cafe—our
city's well-loved spot that marries theater and
dinner—continues the run of their latest show,
Murder Rides Again! Every Saturday through
June, July and August, the troupe brings this
thriller to the Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown
(2600 Louisiana Blvd. NE), pairing it with the
diner's choice of a veggie plate, brisket or
chicken and pork skewers, along with a bevy
of side dishes. Price points are worth the
experience—beginning around $29.99, tickets
can be found at foulplaycafe.com. 

Saturday Shibori
On Saturday,
June 23
Color Wheel
Toys invites
crafters to
Spurline
Supply Co.
(800 20th
Street NW)
for a
workshop on
nu shibori. A
variation on
the Japanese
dyeing
technique, nu
shibori is a
way of
adding
stitches to the fabric to create dye patterns
instead of tying it. For $12, participants learn
the process and will walk away from the class
with their own nu shibori dish towel, though all
are welcome to bring more items to dye (100
percent cotton is best, btw). Ready to shibori
dye everything in your life? Just show up on
Saturday at 1pm.  a

FOUND OBJECTS

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | culTuRE Shock

The Art of Exchange
New Visiting Curator Series kicks off with a visit from renowned

artist and curator
BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

J
ulio César Morales was attending a city
college in San Diego when he took a
photography class. Then, “it was all over,”

he said, “I wanted to focus on the fine arts.”
Now an internationally recognized artist and
curator, Morales has shown his work at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, SFMOMA,
Museo Tamayo in Mexico City, and much
further afield in Paris, Istanbul and Singapore.
He has curated exhibitions for the Nordic
Watercolor Museum in Sweden, the Venice
Biennale, the San Francisco Art Institute and
the Craft and Folk Art Museum, to name a
few. He is currently the curator of visual art at
Arizona State University. 
Morales brings all of this profound

knowledge and experience with him to
Albuquerque for the first ever session of the
Visiting Curator Series, organized by curator
Nancy Zastudil and Central Features
Contemporary Art, with support from other
organizations. The program invites regional
arts professionals to our city to mentor and
exchange knowledge as they visit the studios
of select local creatives. Each curator will later
give a talk—free and open to the public—
about their practice and the contexts within
which they work. Morales will share his
wisdom on Friday, June 22 at 5:30pm at the
National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701
Fourth Street SW), in the Community
Gallery. 
Before his visit, Morales took the time to

discuss his work as an artist and curator, how
art can work in the community and the
importance of “supporting artists working in
'off center' locations such as Albuquerque,
Phoenix, Detroit, etc.,” as he put it. Find more
details about the Visiting Curator Series at
centralfeatures.com/vcs-2018. 

Alibi: Does being a practicing artist give

your ability to curate a different depth? 

Morales: I was first and always an artist and
had an artist-run space in San Francisco for
nine years called Queen’s Nails. I opened the
space as a response to gentrification and the
loss of artist spaces. I found my voice as a
curator and almost immediately curators such
as Chus Martínez came to visit and loved the
programming. From word of mouth, the space
got in major art magazines and went on to
have the first US exhibitions of artists such as
Pedro Reyes, Zhou Tao and Nina Bier. As an
artist you can relate to the artist practice more
than, say, an art historian, because you know
what it takes to create a body of work from
initial ideas to the physicality of the object.
Art historians just write, not make. 

How do you see the role of the curator in

the community? 

The type of work that I curate most always has
a community connection and most projects
involve community collaborations. I also think
mentorship is essential with artist and peer
groups to advance projects and social
movements. An ideal project related to this
question is Pablo Helguera's “Librería

Donceles,” that was a makeshift Spanish
language bookstore at our project space,
[which was eventually] converted into
community space, where the community took
it over and actually finished the art
installation. It became an important hub for
the Latinx community in downtown Phoenix,
[hosting] performance events, readings,
community meetings and teen reading clubs. I
think that in socially-based artworks, when
the artist is erased, the work is a success. 

Is curation an art in its own right? 

It can be! I have worked with some amazing
curators such as Hou Hanru and the way he
curates has a specific rhythm and style
regardless of content that he makes his own.
He was initially trained as an artist but found
his calling as a curator, and he is definitely a
good example of balancing curation as a form
of art. 

What are you currently working on? 

For the last three years I have been working on
a series of exhibitions at the ASU Art
Museum entitled Contact Zones. The
exhibitions focus on contemporary migration
and its intricate uncertainties within border
culture. … Currently I have been working
with Mexico City-based artist Tania Candiani
for her project For the Animals that tests the
physical, environmental and societal

boundaries between nature and sound by
creating a hybrid installation of land art and
sound art. … For the Animals focuses on
animal species that are native to the Sonoran
Desert: bobcat, coyote, Gila monster, Mexican
grey fox, jackrabbit, javelina and jaguar. These
animals were chosen because they would be
most affected by the proposed new border wall
between Mexico and the US. … The result [of
the piece] is a series of experimental
compositions as lullabies, which represent an
ultrasonic dialogue with nature. 

What are your highest aspirations as an

artist and curator? 

My path begins with being an immigrant to
the US from Mexico. When I first came to this
country, I literally moved one block—from a
neighborhood in Tijuana that is one of the
northernmost points of Mexico to the tiny city
of San Ysidro, the border town in San Diego,
Calif. The experience of growing up on both
sides of the border allowed me to develop a
unique understanding of identity in relation to
site and how one adapts to performance out of
necessity—whether performing for the US
border patrol to prove citizenship, or on the
Mexican side to promote “authenticity.” I take
inspiration from the complex myths and
histories about this area—from fiction … to
complex truths about the interdependent
relationship between Mexico and the United
States around tourism, immigration, drug
trafficking—all of which is especially vivid in
the contested state of California. For years my
family did not understand what I did. … Then,
when I was asked to develop a solo exhibition
at the San Diego Museum of Contemporary
Art, they came in along with about 1,500
people and said, “OK, we get it. All this time
we did not realize that your art was about us.”

a

Artist and curator Julio César Morales begins the Visiting Curator Series with a stop in ABQ
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ARTS | TheATeR newS

Farm & Theater
Theatre on the Farm brings great mise en

scène to the North Valley

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
s the golden hour descends upon the idyllic
fields of Albuquerque's North Valley, strings
of lights blink on to a small stage and

audiences cozy into their hay bale seats for
another year of Theatre on the Farm. This
project—a collaborative live theater experience
courtesy of Farm & Table, Duke City Repertory
Theatre and Tricklock Company—is a
“uniquely Albuquerque experience,” as Duke
City Rep artistic director and actress in this
year's production, Amelia Ampuero put it. The
fourth go-round for the venture will see a
production of an original piece by local Aaron
Hendren titled Freak Show Baby. While it may
be more lighthearted than past Theatre on the
Farm fare, the piece is uniquely suited to its
setting, where guinea hens run the grounds and
voices from the restaurant drift on the
midsummer breeze. 

“There is something about the stage—just
these spare wooden floors, the string of bare
bulb lights, and as the night gets darker and the
lights come on,” Ampuero described, “there is
this magical boardwalk feel to the place.” Set at
a Coney Island sideshow in the early 1900s,
Freak Show Baby is based on the true story of
the development of incubators for premature
babies. Originally jilted by the medical
profession, the creator took his invention
elsewhere. “Nestled in among the Wolf Boy and
the Bearded Lady and those things,” Ampuero
said, “was this exhibit of premature babies in
their incubators. People would pay a nickel and
go see them. Thousands of premature babies
were saved doing this.” 

Directed by Drew Morrison, the piece dives
into the wacky story of those “freaks” who,
along with the babies, carve out their existence
in this rich and fantastical setting. “It's a little
weird in all the best possible ways, there is a sort
of vaudeville feel to it,” Ampuero said. “I think
it's going to be a nice change of pace.” For her

part, in the all-women cast of five, Ampuero
takes on multiple roles—as does the whole cast.
She is both Dr. Jones, the creator of the
incubator and Olivia the Octopus Woman, for
example. 

Beyond just offering a unique night of
theater, Theatre on the Farm also explicates the
power of collaboration—between local
businesses, like Farm & Table, and local theater
companies. Meanwhile, through this joint
venture, two groups of creatives work together,
sharing expertise and generating something new
by bringing their own strengths to the table.
“It's wonderful for the creative economy in
Albuquerque,” Ampuero said, describing how
“art can be created in this beautiful setting, and
how it can be mutually beneficial to all parties.” 

Most people have dinner at Farm & Table
beforehand and then see the show—a piece of
original, devised theater—making for a
memorable night out. “I want people to know
that there is cool stuff like this to do in
Albuquerque. I think having things like this for
the citizens and patrons of Albuquerque is
important,” Ampuero said of her hopes for the
Theater on the Farm run. She continued: “As
far as the actual show goes, I think there are so
many takeaways. … One being that we are all
freaks. We are just a bunch of weirdos trying to
figure our lives out.” 

This year, Theatre on the Farm's short run is
rounded out with performances at Farm &
Table (8917 Fourth Street NW) on Thursday,
June 21 and Thursday, June 28 both at 8pm
(doors, so to speak, open at 7:30pm). Tickets for
the event are $25 and are purchased at the
door. Those interested in having dinner before
the production will receive a small discount on
their purchases at Farm & Table. If you can't
make it to the farm, you can catch Freak Show
Baby in a traditional setting at Tricklock
Performance Laboratory (110 Gold Ave. SW)
on Friday, June 22 and Saturday, June 23 for
two pay-what-you-wish performances.  a

Theatre on the Farm is a “uniquely Albuquerque experience”
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THURSDAY JUNE 21
WORDS
SOURCE DimeStories Monthly Open Mic. Writers share three minute
stories that are fact or fiction. Stories are not censored. 1111
Carlisle Blvd SE. $3. 7pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5j26.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Family Night:
3rd Thursday. An evening of hands-on projects permanent and
traveling exhibitions. Family-friendly jazz group Simple Truth performs.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. 5pm-8:30am. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/5q7q.

STAGE
POPEJOY HALL The King and I. Set in 1860s Bangkok, the musical
tells the story of the unconventional and tempestuous relationship
between the King of Siam and a British schoolteacher. 203 Cornell
Dr NE. $45-$90. 7:30-2pm. ALL-AGES! 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/5knv.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Ty Cooper and Greg Abate Honor
Pete Amahl. Internationally renowned jazz stylist Ty Cooper and
saxophonist Greg Abate are joined by John Rangel on piano and
Andy Zadrozny on bass. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7:30-9:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5qs9.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Da Terra Meiga. Originally from Spain,
the band features vocals, guitar, percussion, Djembe and didgeridoo
and now calls Albuquerque home. 8205 Apache Ave NE. Noon-1pm.
291-6264. alibi.com/v/5rv5.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Artist at Work.
Artist demonstrations that highlight a diverse range of contemporary
jewelers in N.M. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES!
243-7255. alibi.com/v/5q7r.

FRIDAY JUNE 22
WORDS
700 2ND APARTMENTS COMMUNITY ROOM Poetry For A Cause.
Featuring a poetry slam competition, open mic and music to benefit
Supportive Housing Coalition's homelessness and housing
programs. Register as a slam competitor, vendor or attendee. 700
Second Street NW. $5-$20. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 255-3643.
alibi.com/v/5t2l.

STAGE
THE BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE The Hive Improv Comedy. An
all-new long-form improv show comprised of nine improvisers,
comedians and actors who have graduated from The Box's Improv
program. 114 Gold Ave SW. $8. 10:15-11:30pm. 15+. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5s4l.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Magic FX. Stunningly
beautiful and amazing magic by grand illusionist Michael St. Lyon
as well as the magic of laughter with comedy magician Jake Wickid.
1025 Broadway Blvd SE. $15. 7-8:30pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/v/5ptd.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Tommy Castro and the Painkillers. Bring blan-
kets, lawn chairs and picnics for an evening of music. Food, beer
and wine are available for purchase. 903 10th Street SW. $0-$12.
6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5rla.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Salsa Under
the Stars. Great music and dancing with food and beverages avail-
able. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
255-9798. alibi.com/v/5s7d.

LEARN
FATPIPE Short Story-A-Thon. Do all the hard work of creating a
short story, including editing and submit it to Kindle. 200 Broadway
Blvd NE. $10-$40. 7-9pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/5qlf.

FILM
RAYMOND G. SANCHEZ COMMUNITY CENTER Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle. Enjoy the free film as a family. Bring blankets, lawn
chairs and enjoy food trucks on site. 9800 Fourth Street NW.
8:20-10pm. alibi.com/v/5rlc.

SATURDAY JUNE 23
WORDS
ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA The Earth, the Fire, the Water,
the Air: Stories for Summer Solstice. Nationally renowned storyteller
Regina Ress shares her work. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE. $2. 7pm.

Calendar | arts & lit 

452-5205. alibi.com/v/5sbw.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Sideshow Artist Market and Pop-Up Shop.
A bevy of local artists and crafters of awesome handmade goods
show and sell their wonderful both inside our gallery and outside
in the lot. 709 Central Ave NW. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! (678)
923-2755. alibi.com/v/5sb6.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY GALLERY, Santa Fe, NM Santa Fe Studio
Tour. Featuring 76 artists that open their studios to the public and
demonstrate their creative processes. Meet artists, experience their
artistic environments and purchase art. 201 W Marcy St.
10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 955-6705. alibi.com/v/5oio.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Jazz and Blues
Under the Stars. Live blues and jazz with dancing, food and libations.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
150525597983. alibi.com/v/5s7o.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Los Gaiteros de San
Jacinto with Baracutanga. The South American pan Latin powerhouse
band joins Colombia’s folk cumbia band on their US tour, for a
night of Andean and Afro-Colombian rhythms. 1701 Fourth Street
SW. $22-$27. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 206-4814. alibi.com/v/5s51.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Scientific Illustration Inspired by Leonardo. Experiment with tech-
niques combining careful observation, scientific understanding
and artistic creativity to draw objects from the museum's exhibits
and collections. Supplies are provided. 1801 Mountain Rd NW.
$45-$50. 10am-noon. 13+. 841-2866. alibi.com/v/5qgq.

FILM
NORTH DOMINGO BACA PARKMovies in the Park: Wonder Woman.
Enjoy the free film as a family. Bring blankets, lawn chairs and
enjoy food trucks on site. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 8:15-10pm.
alibi.com/v/5rlf.

SUNDAY JUNE 24
SONG & DANCE
HISTORIC OLD TOWN Summertime in Old Town: Western Youth
Day. Enjoy Western-style folk music and activities presented by
Western Music Association. 303 Romero St NW. Midnight.
alibi.com/v/5rlg.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE César Bauvallet’s Cuban Jazz
Project: A Benefit for Outpost’s Education Programs. The founder,
bandleader, composer and arranger of one of Albuquerque’s most
popular and longstanding salsa bands, Son Como Son, brings his
jazz project to support the venue. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $10-$25.
3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5srq.

LEARN
516 ARTS Typographic Explorations with Gordon Fluke and Valerie
Roybal. Experiment and create visual typographic prints through
letterpress using relief printing, wood and metal letterforms, embell-
ishments and punctuation. Materials provided. 516 Central Ave
SW. $50-$60. 1-5pm. 13+. 242-1445. alibi.com/v/5sbz.

SOL ACTING ACADEMYMonologue Mania. A chance for actors to
perform, get coached and film their short monologues with N.M.
casting director Elizabeth Gabel giving participants written feedback.
5500 San Mateo Blvd NE. $75. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5s85.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Fake News: Journalism Goes to Hollywood Featuring
Ace in the Hole. Following Billy Wilder's Ace in the Hole, film critic
Devin D. O'Leary moderates a discussion on the movie’s themes
and on the importance of journalism in today’s society. 423 Central
Ave NW. 2-5pm. ALL-AGES! 633-7374. alibi.com/v/5s7z.

MONDAY JUNE 25
SONG & DANCE
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Summer Reading Concert: Watermelon
Mountain Jug Band. The band entertains with their Americana
mixture of country, bluegrass, jug band, rock ‘n’ roll, pop and original
music. 6901 Barstow St NE. 6-7pm. 857-8321. alibi.com/v/5pdz.

TUESDAY JUNE 26
SONG & DANCE
TORTUGA GALLERY Corn Smut and Heaven for Less. The Phoenix-
based folk band plays live with local support. 901 Edith Blvd SE.
$8-$15. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 948-8840. alibi.com/v/5pyv.

FILM
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Economy, Environment,
Energy: Film Screening and Panel Discussion. Mayor Tim Keller
makes the opening remarks for a screening of chapters from the
"Unearthed" series with a discussion following amongst a panel
of experts moderated by Tara Gatewood. 2401 12th Street NW.
$10. 6:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 984-0111. alibi.com/v/5ssn.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.
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FOOD | restauraNt review

BY ROBIN BABB

J
ust off I-25 in a commercial part of town I
almost never have a reason to go to lies
Devon’s Pop Smoke Wood Fired Grill, a

gastropub with a mouthful of a name that I can
only remember if I say the whole thing really
quickly. Despite its location in what I think of as
no man’s land, Devon’s has earned a 4.5 star
rating on Yelp in its nearly seven months of
existence, which means, of course, that I had to
go see what all the fuss was about. 
I recently visited Devon’s with my friend

Sara early on a Saturday night so we could catch
an evening Isotopes game afterward. Though the
place was nearly empty when we first walked in,
this changed pretty quickly throughout our
dinner—the bar seating in front and the dining
room both began to fill up shortly after 6pm.
The large front patio was empty as this
happened to be one of the two rainy days we’ve
had this summer, but in more clement weather I
could see it being an ideal spot for happy hour or
for dining with your dogs. There’s plenty of
seating, a central table with a live fire heater for
chilly nights and live music on weekends.
The space in Devon’s is clearly designed to

get packed: In addition to the patio out front,
the bar area and the dining room, there’s a loft
above the restrooms with overflow seating for
the drinking crowd. There are two TVs in the
front bar that are mercifully invisible from the
dining room, so that only those who were really
concerned were watching whatever World Cup
game was on. The high ceilings manage to make
the space feel comfortable, and the dark acoustic
panels lining it ensure that it doesn’t get overly
loud and echoey inside. The decor is otherwise
kind of what you’d expect from a gastropub: dark
wood, Edison bulbs and lots of untreated steel.
As the name indicates, Devon’s capitalizes

on the still-increasing popularity of live fire
cooking. This means that their central menu is

very grill-centric—think steaks, skewers and
sausage. The rest of the menu, which seems to
change fairly regularly, goes beyond these most
obvious of dishes, though. The one that really
surprised me was the grilled halloumi—a cheese
from Cyprus traditionally made from a mixture
of sheep’s and goat’s milk—served on a bed a
forbidden rice with peppadew relish and English
peas. I didn’t even know what halloumi was
when I came in, but thankfully our waiter was
more than happy to explain it to me. He
proceeded to be exceptionally helpful and
friendly all evening, checking on us often to
refill water and making us feel like the most
important table in the room.
As interested as I was in this halloumi

situation, I instead ordered the pork bao buns (3
for $10) as an appetizer and the local greens
salad ($11), while Sara got the steak frites ($23).
Our waiter recommended the Saint Michelle
rosé to me ($9 glass), which was an excellent
panacea on such a humid evening. I was
interested in the Denver-made Rocky Mountain
Sodas they served ($4 each) instead of the
typical Coke selection, and will have to try one
of them on my next visit. 
Sitting in the dining room, we were able to

see into the exposed kitchen that showcased two
wood-fired grills, both of which had crank-

operated grill surfaces that could be raised or
lowered as a means of temperature control. It
was entertaining to watch the grills go up and
down all night.
The pork bao buns are made with pork belly

from pigs raised in Chilili, N.M, and butchered
in-house. This fatty cut of meat was topped with
kimchi and a gochujang aioli, all wrapped up in
rice flour buns. The pork belly was pleasantly
smoky and rich, although Sara and I agreed that
some more kimchi or something on the spicy
side would have made them a little more
memorable. 
I was impressed with the variety of greens

served up in the salad—besides some different
kinds of lettuces, there was arugula, rocket and
baby chard, along with some greens I couldn’t
even name. On top there was bee pollen, pepitas
and nopales, reminding me that I was eating a
salad in New Mexico and certainly not
anywhere else. The dressing was a light and
sweet vinaigrette, a minimalist touch on a dish
that would have suffered from anything heavier. 
The steak was the crowning achievement.

The cut was beautifully seasoned with wood
smoke and Devon’s sweet and tomatoey steak
sauce, and was cooked to a lovely pink medium,
as Sara had asked for. We were both a little
disappointed that the fries that came with the
steak were clearly from a freezer—some steak
fries would have been ideal—but we were too
busy enjoying the rest of the meal to be too
upset about it. The other accompaniments were
a handful of fresh rocket greens and some herbed
bone marrow butter that was a sublime addition
to each bite. “Isn’t that steak so good?” our waiter
asked when he checked on us—we both nodded
in silent appreciation, busily chewing. 
We left Devon’s both agreeing that we

wanted to come back soon, very interested in
the brunch menu and in trying happy hour on
the patio. What I can say with confidence is
that, if you’re after a relaxed dinner out with a
pleasant atmosphere and wood smoke as primary
seasoning, Devon’s has got your number. a

Live Flame and a Long Name
Devon’s Pop Smoke is a great night out

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BYROBIN BABB

There’s a lot going on in the Albuquerque
food scene this week, not least of which is

the Alibi’s own inaugural Burque Burger
Week. From June 20 through 27, eight
different Albuquerque restaurants are serving
up a special burger for the event—check out
who’s participating and what their special is
over in the feature. We’ve sampled some of
them already and boy, we’re pretty stoked on
these miracles between buns. When you’re
not busy digging into burgers, we recommend
checking out a few of these other culinary
events this week.

Vintage Albuquerque Food and
Wine Fiesta
There are some excellent wineries in New

Mexico, and they’re only growing in number.
Vintage Albuquerque celebrates those
wineries (and the excellent chefs and caterers
in the Land of Enchantment as well) over
several days during the Wine and Food Fiesta,
which begins with the opening night gala
dinner at Campo at Los Poblanos on
Wednesday, June 20 at 6pm, and ends with a
champagne brunch at Farm & Table on
Sunday, June 24 at 11am. In between, there
are dozens of tastings, pairing dinners,
seminars and auctions, all benefitting arts
programming for New Mexico students (the
beneficiaries this year are Opera Southwest,
Working Classroom, New Mexico Jazz
Workshop and the National Hispanic Cultural
Center). Visit vintagealbuquerque.org to learn
more and buy tickets for the individual events.

Fermentation Festival
For the third year in a row, edible New

Mexico is hosting its Fermentation Festival at
Gutiérrez-Hubbell House on Saturday, June
23 from 10am to 5pm. This popular event
features panels and workshops all about
fermented food and drink, with plenty of
samples to boot. General admission tickets are
$20 in advance, or $2.50 for kids under 13.
Paying $30 gets you a special ticket that
includes a do-it-yourself kit with all the
ingredients and instructions to make either
cheese or kimchi at home—your choice. The
event is all outdoors, so come prepared to
sweat a little. Visit nmfermentationfest.com to
find out more and buy your ticket.

Field to Food at Greenhouse
Bistro
After you’re done fermenting things at the

Fermentation Fest, head to Green House
Bistro and Bakery, the restaurant at the
Center for Ageless Living, for their annual
Field to Food dinner. On Saturday, June 23 at
7pm, Green House serves this 5-course dinner
with wine featuring ingredients produced
within 100 miles of the Center. This year, the
focus is on dill grown at Five Leaf Organic, as
well as flour and blue cornmeal milled at
Valencia Mills in Jarales, N.M. Just to give you
a taste, the carnivore entrée is a baked trout
fillet dusted with blue cornmeal and served
with a dill sauce. Yum. Tickets are $45 per
person and available for sale at
greenhousebistro.com. a

Devon’s Pop Smoke Wood
Fired Grill

6001 Osuna Rd. NE, Ste. D
508-2829

devonsabq.business.site
Hours: Mon-Thu 11am-9pm

Fri-Sat 11am-11pm
Sun 10:30am-8pm

Vibe: Gastropub chic—a nice dinner spot, but no
need to wear a suit

AlibiRecommends: Steak frites, local greens salad
and whatever wine the waiter recommends

The back bar and grill kitchen at Devon'sThe sublime steak frites with bone marrow butter PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS
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FOOD | THE VEGGIE AGENDA

The Veggie Burgers
of ABQ

It’s not just fake meat anymore, kids

BY ROBIN BABB

D
on’t think we forgot about
our vegetarian friends in
this meat-heavy issue.

There are plenty of burgers y’all
can enjoy, too. In fact, the
spectrum of what qualifies as a
veggie burger is a lot wider
than the spectrum of regular,
made-from-cows burgers, so
there’s actually a much bigger
culinary landscape to explore
for those willing to depart from
meat. If you think all veggie burgers are of the
fake meat variety, then I say you haven’t tried
enough veggie burgers.
Although a lot of restaurants are tempted to

phone in their one vegetarian entrée (because
they figure vegetarians aren’t used to eating good
food anyway, I guess?), that trend is starting to
change. We’ve had some pretty damn good
veggie burgers in this city, so we wanted to let
y’all know where to get them. Whether you’re a
veghead or just want to try something a little
different, these are all great options for satisfying
your next burger craving.

Edamame cashew burger at
B2B Bistronomy
When I first visited B2B, I was floored at just
how many veggie burger options they have—and
all made in-house, of course. In addition to the
standard black bean patty, there’s a tempeh
burger, a quinoa and kale burger, a pecan lentil
burger and my favorite, the edamame cashew
burger. Topped with provolone cheese, wasabi
pesto mayo, fresh radishes and carrots, this thing
is so full of flavor you won’t miss the meat for a
moment. Just $11.50 for this giant burger on a
toasted bun, with fries on the side.

Black bean burger at
Grassburger
A black bean burger is like, the lowest common
denominator of veggie burger, right? Well,
Grassburger has made one that packs a little
extra: quinoa, flax, oats and psyllium, to be exact.
It’s hearty and satisfying and comes slathered in
vegan BBQ sauce. Get it in a lettuce wrap
instead of a bun if you’re going for a lighter
lunch—or a gluten free bun if you don’t get
along with gluten. This 1/4 lb burger is only
$6.15!

Impossible Burger at Sister
So, the burger that Sister serves up is the
Impossible Burger patty, and not one that they
make in the kitchen. That said, I’m still putting
it on this list because hot damn is it good. In case
you’ve been paying attention, this is the burger
that’s so meat-like that it actually bleeds (beet
juice), and the texture is so similar to an actual

burger that I almost don’t trust it. The whole
thing comes with green chile, cheddar cheese,
lettuce and Sister’s house “fancy sauce” on top,
with fries or tots on the side for $11. Get the
vegan cheese on it for an extra dollar.

Black bean burger at Rustic
Rustic has put together a pretty sweet special
burger for Burger Week, but their menu
standards are tasty all year round. Their house-
made black bean patty is full of chipotle flavor
and smothered in American cheese, served with
all the fixin’s on a brioche bun. You can grab this
one at either their Green Jeans location or at
Rustic Star on Central. Only $9 for this a la carte
classic.

No cow burger at Holy Burger
The cool thing about veggie burgers is that
there’s kind of no rule book: You can get as
inventive with the ingredients as you want, as
long as you can make it into a patty and put it
between bread. Holy Burger definitely takes
advantage of this creative freedom. Their veggie
burger is made of roasted eggplant and chickpeas,
fried into a crunchy patty and topped with a miso
aioli. That’s a lot of umami goodness right there.
This tasty burger comes a la carte for $8.75.

The veg at Fork & Fig
Fork & Fig take the term “veggie burger” quite
literally with their burger. The veg consists of
grilled eggplant, sautéed zucchini and
mushrooms, sweet peppers, caramelized onions
and tomato, served on a brioche bun slathered
with aioli. The avocado tartine sandwich is
another tasty veggie entrée on the Fork & Fig
menu, too. The veg comes with one side for $12.

The Acre burger at The Acre
Albuquerque’s newest all vegetarian restaurant is
pretty high on my list of favorite casual dinner
spots—if you’re a veggie lover in the 505 and you
haven’t been to The Acre yet, let me encourage
you to change that. Their veggie burger is made
with beets, black beans and quinoa and comes
with the classic fixin’s, plus melty cheese, an
onion ring or sliced avocado, if you so choose.
This comes with a side of housemade potato
chips or side salad for $10. a

Some burgers are greener than others
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burque burger
Week Specials

From June 20 to 27, try these

burger specials all over town
BY ROBIN BABB

Y
ou could walk into just about any American restaurant in Albuquerque and get a decent
hamburger—it’s one of those dishes that’s pretty hard to mess up. That said, making a hamburger
that’s truly great is an impressive feat. We at the Weekly Alibi have faith in our local restaurants,

though, and know they’d be up for a burger-making challenge—which is why we decided to make this
week Burque Burger Week. From June 20 through June 27, participating restaurants in the city are each
whipping up a special burger that they feel showcases their culinary ingenuity and their best
ingredients. The results of this challenge have been pretty incredible, and we highly recommend you go
out to try some of them. Scope out the ones that look best to you here, then call up your burger-eating
buddy to make a date. After you’ve sampled the different specials, you can drop us a line at
food@alibi.com to let us know which were your faves.

Starr brotHerS

5700 San Antonio Dr. NE, Ste. B1
492-2752
starrbrothersbrewing.com
Starr Brothers is a solid local brewery and a great spot for lunch or happy hour, and they have a killer
food menu to boot. Craving beer and a cheeseburger? Check. How about pork belly mac and cheese?
Check. Their special Burger Week burger is their Starr burger: Akaushi beef, green chile ranch aioli,
pepper jack cheese, bacon, green chile, greens, tomato and onion, served on a brioche bun.

Nob Hill bar & Grill

3128 Central Ave. SE
266-4455
upscalejoint.com
If you like your comfort food with a gourmet twist, it’s here. Nob Hill Bar & Grill boasts meatloaf
(crowned with smoked bacon) and burgers made with a signature blend of New Mexico and Wagyu
beef. Their Burger Week burger is the Dirty Burger: a Nob Hill Ultimate Blend patty topped with chile
con queso, “ultimate” chile, fried onions, bacon, a fried egg and beeronaise (which, yeah, is mayonnaise
with beer in it). 
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Holy Burger

700 Central Ave. SE
242-2991
holyburgernm.com
You know that Holy Burger takes pride in their burgers because, well, look at their name. Their New
Mexico grass-fed Holy Cow burger comes on a brioche bun, while an ahi tuna sandwich, veggie club
and dinner salads offer some more choices for bovine-averse diners. Their special burger for this week is
a beautiful mess: fried avocado on top of their Holy Cow patty, along with bacon onion jam, Velveeta
cheese and a dill pickle slaw. Might want to grab extra napkins for this one. Beer and wine, plus shakes,
malts and floats are available to complete the
sacrament.
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feature | Burger week

Burger Week  continues on page20 

steel Bender Brewyard

8305 Second Street NW
433-3537
steelbenderbrewyard.com
We’re big fans of breweries that pack a serious food menu to go with their beers, and Steel Bender is a
shining example of that. They make tasty burgers, wings, sandwiches and salads, as well as a couple
seitan-based dishes for the vegan among us. Their special for Burque Burger Week is a Hawaiian burger
that includes grilled Spam and pineapple, topped with lettuce, tomato, onion and Asian mayo, all
drizzled with a teriyaki glaze. Hand-cut fries come alongside this tropical treat.

Brixens

400 Central Ave. SW
242-2400
brixens.com
One of Downtown’s newest additions, Brixens has a small but sturdy food menu that doesn’t
disappoint. While you wait for your food, watch the game or play a game—board games, that is. With
all the hubbub around Downtown at night, this is definitely a chill place to escape for a drink or two.
For Burger Week they’re introducing their new Chimi-Burger: A hand formed Angus patty is cooked
to order then nestled in a flour tortilla with chopped green chile, cheddar and American cheeses. The
whole thing is then flash fried until crispy and delicious. Topped with guacamole and red and green
chile, this thing tastes about as New Mexican as you can get.
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RuStic StaR

3407 Central Ave. SE
433-5484 
While the Rustic food truck is long gone, you’ll always be greeted at either their stall at Green Jeans or
their newer sit-down restaurant, Rustic Star, in Nob Hill. For their special, Rustic has created a burger
topped with local goat cheese, rosemary-scented blackberry and blueberry compote, blistered serrano
peppers, spring mix and garlic-thyme aioli. This fancy-pants burger comes on a brioche bun. Yum.
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FeatuRe | buRGeR week

Burger Week continued from page 19

FlyinG StaR

3416 Central Ave. SE (and many other locations)
255-6633
flyingstarcafe.com

Flying Star, the Duke City classic, is throwing down for Burger Week too, with a very special

special—their flexitarian burger. Their veggie patty is made fresh in-house with quinoa, brown

rice, oatmeal, chickpeas, mushrooms, onion, carrot, celery, roasted garlic and walnuts. On top of

this bad boy they put some melted pepper jack cheese and tempura red onions. Get it on a

gluten-free bun or in a lettuce wrap (and ask them to hold the tempura onions) to make it gluten

free. a

SeaSonS RotiSSeRie and GRill

2031 Mountain Rd. NW
766-5100
seasonsabq.com
Seasons’ rooftop patio is one of our favorite wine-drinking destinations, especially when it’s nice out.
There are heaters up there for chilly nights, the courtyard fountain provides a calming gurgle, the view
of the mountains is great, and the happy hour menu has outstanding dishes at more-than-reasonable
prices. Seasons doesn’t even have a burger on their regular menu, but they didn’t want to pass up the
chance to show off their culinary chops a little—thus, they’re cooking up a special 1/2 pound Angus
burger covered with cheddar. 
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Chat Stew
Showtime is planning on adding its very first
late-night talk show. This half-hour series will
feature TV and podcast personalities Desus Nice
and The Kid Mero. Of course Desus and Mero
already have half-hour late-night talk show
(called “Desus & Mero”) over on Viceland. The
show has been running there for two seasons.
Although Viceland has yet to comment, it looks
as if this new talk show deal will effectively kill
off their current talk show deal. The duo are
expected to “speak highly off the cuff” and
interview guests from pop culture, sports, music,
politics and more when the (as yet unnamed)
show premieres on Showtime in 2019.

WOW=GLOW
Are you a fan of “GLOW” (Netflix’s ’80s-set
wrestling dramedy, set to return for Season 2 on
June 29)? Well, AXS TV (itself a partnership
between Mark Cuban, Ryan Seacrest and the
Anschutz Entertainment Group) is joining forces
with Los Angeles Lakers owner Jeanie Buss,
“Survivor” creator Mark Burnett and real-life
GLOW impresario David McLane to reboot the
campy sports entertainment league. According to
a press release, WOW—Women of Wrestling (as
it will now be known) is set to debut “action-
packed, all-female pro wrestling bouts presented
with the theatrical flair of a major concert.” AXS
TV (home to lots of concerts and some MMA
fights) is promising to provide television
production, cable and satellite distribution for
the new WOW events. AXS says it will start
recording WOW events in Los Angeles later this
year for broadcast in early 2019. McLane created
GLOW—Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling back in
1986. The character of financier/founder
Sebastian Howard (played by Chris Lowell) from

Netflix’s “GLOW” is loosely based on McLane.
No word on who the new female grapplers will
be.

Lucifer, resurrected
Yes, it’s true: The supernatural crime-solving
series “Lucifer” is moving from FOX to Netflix.
The streaming service announced the move with
a June 15 Twitter post reading, “#Lucifer fans,
rejoice! Netflix has picked up the show for a
fourth season!” Fox recently canceled the show,
loosely based on the Vertigo comic book by Neil
Gaiman. “Lucifer” joins “Brooklyn Nine-Nine”
as the second FOX series to get snapped up after
the end of this past TV season. (The latter show
was saved by NBC.) Fox dumped the two shows
last month, signaling a shift toward broader,
multicamera sitcoms like Tim Allen’s “Last Man
Standing” (itself salvaged from ABC’s trash bin).
No word on when “Lucifer” (which ended on a
cliffhanger) will start shooting again for airing on
Netflix.

Klepper On, Klepper Off
Comedy Central continues to have a hard time
finding an effective partner to pair with mock
newscast “The Daily Show” after losing “The
Colbert Report” back in 2014. The cable
network just announced it is closing up shop on
“The Opposition With Jordan Klepper” after 10
months on the air. Klepper, whose current show
mirrors conspiracy-minded TV talkers like “The
Alex Jones Show,” is expected to transition to a
weekly half-hour show. The new show—
tentatively titled “Klepper”—is slated to launch
in early 2019 and will feature the comedian “out
in the field, traveling the country and speaking
to people.” The final episode of “The Opposition
With Jordan Klepper” airs June 28. a
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SLOTH

bulletproof man returns for a second
season of protecting Harlem from
superpowered threats. Unfortunately,
he’s brought Iron Fist with him this
season. When will you stop sucking,
Danny Rand?

“Crazy Beautiful Weddings” (UP
7:30pm) I’d like to see a Venn diagram
of “people who watch wedding reality
shows” and “people who will ever
actually get married.” I have a theory.

SATURDAY 23

“Disney Channel Presents The 2018
Radio Disney Music Awards” (Disney
Channel 6pm) The odds-on favorites
are … anyone currently or previously
signed on to a Disney Channel show.

Wedding March 4: Something Old,
Something New (Hallmark 7pm) Are
romantic country inn co-owners Mitch
(Jack Wagner) and Olivia (Josie Bissett)
finally getting married? Or did they do
that in a previous installment? … Yeah,
I don’t really care. 

SUNDAY 24

“2018 BET Awards” (BET 6pm) Jamie
Foxx hosts. Huh. My money was on
Tiffany Haddish.

“Pacific War in Color” (Smithsonian
6pm) Historic color footage shot at
remote American outposts in the late
’30s shows how drastically World War II
shaped the South Pacific.

“Preacher” (AMC 8pm) AMC’s
supernatural adaptation returns for a
third season, this one set in Angelville—
and longtime comic book fans know
what balls-out craziness that entails.

“Mr. Neighbor’s House 2”
(Cartoon Network 1am) Adult
Swim’s freaked-out parody of “Mr.
Rogers’ Neighborhood” starring
Brian Huskey (“People of Earth,”
“Another Period”) returns for
another special outing.

MONDAY 25

“Double Dare” (Nickelodeon 6pm)
Nickelodeon’s 1986 to 1993
kids’ gameshow returns in an all-
new, slime-filled version. And, yes,
Marc Summers is back to host.

“Wedding Cake Championship”
(Food 7pm) OK, it’s obviously
bridal season, what with TV going
nutso on the wedding-themed
programming. Far be it from me to
stand in the way. Enjoy your cake
and dresses.

TUESDAY 26

“Secret City” (Netflix streaming
anytime) In this six-part
Australian miniseries, a journalist
(Anna Torv from “Fringe”) uncovers
a political conspiracy involving a
student protest and a government
scandal.

WEDNESDAY 27

“The Expanse” (Syfy 7pm) James
S.A. Corey’s topflight space drama
airs its final episode on Syfy
before heading to Amazon for a
fourth, much-deserved season.
a

THURSDAY 21

“Next of Kin” (Sundance Now
streaming anytime) Sundance’s
streaming service airs this British
thriller about a brilliant doctor (Archie
Panjabi from “The Good Wife”) looking
into the brutal murder of her beloved
brother, who was working for an
international medical charity.

“This is A.I.” (Discovery 7pm) Might as
well get a glimpse at our future robot
overlords now.

“Take Two” (KOAT-7 9pm) Sam Swift
(Rachel Bilson, “The O.C.”), the former
star of a hit cop series, has an epic
breakdown and is sent to rehab. With
her career stalled, she starts
shadowing “lone-wolf” private
detective Eddie Valetik (Eddie Cibrian,
“Sunset Beach”) and helping him
solve crimes in hopes of researching
her “comeback” role. Wow. That sure
as heck sounds like the premise of a
network TV show all right.

“The 46th AFI Lifetime Achievement
Award: A Tribute to George Clooney”
(TNT 8pm) Hopefully with lots of clips
from “The Facts of Life.”

FRIDAY 22

“Marvel’s Luke Cage” (Netflix
streaming anytime)Marvel’s

TV News
Tidbits from around the dial

5700 San Antonio Dr NE, Ste B1
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American Animals
Genre-bending crime thriller incorporates documentary techniques

in its true(?)-life narrative

Somehow, Spencer and Warren get it in
their heads that they should steal the book.
Warren sets it up as a Fight Club-esque test of
their manhood. Spencer reluctantly agrees—
even though it was his idea to begin with. To
psych themselves up (and to get a few tips) the
two watch every heist film they can rent at
Blockbuster. They also smoke a lot of weed
and dream about their future. Warren
dismisses his friend’s pessimistic attitude,
saying they could end up on a yacht in the
Caribbean, just like at the end of The
Shawshank Redemption. Spencer points out that
the characters in The Shawshank Redemption
spent 20 years in jail to get there. 
With a wink in its eye, the film allows the

real people to explain the story as it’s
happening on screen. The real-life, current-
day Warren and Spencer (yes, that is them)
pop in to provide narration to the action. “We
were never serious about it,” insists Spencer in
his on-screen interview. “I was serious from the
beginning,” says Warren in his. Eventually, the
real people start intruding on the film itself,
arguing over whether a scene happened “that
way” or not. Actual Warren and authentic
Spencer fight over details of how a certain
person looked, and the film scrambles to
correct itself, recasting a background actor on
the fly. “Who knows if this is how it really
went,” one of the boys eventually admits,
driving home the film’s sharply meta struggle
of expectation-vs.-reality.

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Fake News Goes Local
Fake News! Journalism Goes to Hollywood
returns to the Historic KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. NW) this Sunday, June 24, at
2pm. This monthly film and discussion series is
organized by the New Mexico Humanities
Council and features screenings of
noteworthy Hollywood films that concentrate
on journalism followed by panel discussions
about the evolving role of the press in a
democratic society. The post-film discussions
are hosted by Alibi film editor Devin D.
O’Leary. (Yup, that’s me.) This month’s film is
Billy Wilder’s wildly cynical 1951 drama Ace in
the Hole. Filmed right here in New Mexico, the
film focuses on an unscrupulous newspaper
man (played by Kirk Douglas) who talks his
way into a job at an Albuquerque newspaper
and stumbles across the gripping story of a
man trapped in an abandoned mine—which he
immediately turns into a media circus for
maximum readership. After the film Gene
Grant, host for KNME’s “New Mexico in
Focus,” and Larry Calloway, veteran print
journalist for The Associated Press and the
Albuquerque Journal, will be on stage to talk
about the pitfalls as well as the importance of
modern-day 24/7 media coverage. Admission
to this event is free and open to the public.
This series, which is part of the Democracy
and the Informed Citizen Initiative, continues
through November. It comes to Albuquerque
thanks to the generous support of the Pulitzer
Prizes and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
For more info on future screenings, got to
kimotickets.com and nmhum.org. 

Cine Smart
The New Mexico Film Office hosts its monthly
Educational Speakers Series on Wednesday,
June 27 from 6 to 7pm at the Joseph Montoya
Building’s Bid Room (1100 St. Francis Dr. in
Santa Fe). This month’s topic is “The New
Mexico Film Initiative—Getting Started.” Lisa
Fleming-Mitchell, production and incentive
controller for the New Mexico Film Office, will
show filmmakers how to take advantage of the
state’s tax credit system. Where do you start,
what paperwork do you need, and what can
you expect to see out of it? This event is free,
but you need to register beforehand to
guarantee seating. Go to nmfilm.com/monthly-
speaker-series.aspx for more information.

Monologue On
New Mexico Women in Film has teamed with
Sol Acting Academy to present Monologue
Mania. At the event local actors get the
opportunity to perform a two-minute
monologue in front of longtime New Mexico
casting director Elizabeth Gabel (No Country
For Old Men, Logan, Sicario). Participants
receive brief, private coaching and filming by
line producer/actor Chris Ranney and get
written feedback from Elizabeth Gabel.
Recorded monologues will be uploaded to a
private, secure location for future use. The
event takes place Sunday, June 24 from noon
to 4pm. Tickets are $75, and there are only 23
slots available. Sol Acting Academy is located
at 5500 San Mateo Blvd. NE. For more details
go to nmwif.com a

On the “fictional” side, Peters and Keoghan
display a fine-tuned chemistry. Their
friendship—a typical instigator/follower
dynamic—is easy to understand. And their
enthusiastic (if clearly doomed) embrace of
this elaborate heist is infectious. As the plans
start coming together, Warren and Spencer
imagine their impending crime as a stylish,
Reservoir Dogs-esque fantasia, complete with
Elvis soundtrack. (“Didn’t they all die at the
end of that movie?” someone later points out.)
American Animals stops short of the comic
escapism of, say, Bottle Rocket. But it’s still
distinctly amused by the proceedings. Until it’s
not.
Eventually, realizing they don’t know what

they’re doing, Warren and Spencer draft some
additional help in the form of loner
accounting student/strategic planner Eric
Boursic (Jared Abrahamson) and goal-oriented
“entrepreneur”/getaway driver Chas Allen
(Blake Jenner). They also somehow dig up a
creepy fence (the reliably creepy Udo Kier) to
sell off their ill-gotten gains (unless that guy
was totally made up—which nobody can agree
on). Needless to say, despite what they’ve
fervently convinced themselves of, there’s no
yacht in the Caribbean waiting for these
characters at the end of this movie.
With its mix of nonfictional interview

segments and dramatic recreations, American
Animals has the look and feel of all those
traditional television docudramas pedaled on a
weekly basis by the likes of A&E and
Investigation Discovery. But Layton’s a savvy
operator. He subverts those docudrama
trappings, adding some incredibly thoughtful
camera work and a River’s Edge-like
undercurrent of middle-American ennui to it
all. The result is a rabidly entertaining look at
how the clichés of Hollywood movies have
influenced all of us—those on the screen as
well as those in the audience. a

American Animals
Written and directed by Bart Layton

Starring Evan Peters, Barry Keoghan, Blake Jenner

Rated R

Opens Friday 6/22

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
abloid reality collides with Hollywood
mythmaking in British documentary
filmmaker Bart Layton’s first scripted

drama, the oddly academic and thoroughly
absorbing crime thriller American Animals.
Layton’s last outing as writer-director was the
mesmerizing, twist-filled 2012 documentary
The Imposter. It’s no suprise, then, to see him
employing similar techniques in this funny,
serious, thoughtful, suspenseful genre bender.
American Animals immediately blurs the

line between reality and fiction claiming that,
“The following is not based on a true story,”
before hedging its bet and eliminating the
words “not based on.” It then races into its
narrative, intercutting interview footage of the
real-life people behind the story with scripted
scenes of the actors portraying them. To put
your mind at ease: The story is based in reality.
It concerns an actual crime that took place in
Kentucky back in 2004. It involved a quartet
of smart-but-dumb college kids, starting and
ending with wild-eyed ringleader Warren
Lipka (Evan Peters from “American Horror
Story”) and disaffected art student Spencer
Reinhard (Barry Keoghan from Dunkirk).
Flippant, pot-smoking Warren is attending

college on an athletic scholarship and has no
idea what he wants to do in life. His buttoned-
up pal Spencer, meanwhile, spends his days
wondering if he’s had enough suffering in his
life to be a great artist. While touring the
special collections library at Transylvania
University, Spencer lays his eyes on a first-
edition copies of John James Audubon’s Birds
of America. He’s entranced by the artistic
beauty. But he’s also distracted by the fact that
it’s worth upwards of $12 million. 

It’s not truly a “heist” until disguises are involved. COURTESY OF THE ORCHARD
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20 Feet From Stardom) directs. 94 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 6/21 at Century 14 Downtown,
High Ridge)

STILL PLAYING

Adrift
Shailene Woodley (the Divergent movies) and Sam
Claflin (the Hunger Games movies) star in this
"true" survival tale about a young couple who fall in
love and decide to go on the adventure of a lifetime
sailing across the Pacific Ocean. They quickly drift
into "one of the most catastrophic hurricanes in
recorded history" and struggle, wounded and with-
out resources, to make their way to Hawaii. 120
minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century Rio)

Avengers: Infinity War
Marvel Studios folds together characters from just
about every comic book franchise it's got for one
giant-sized, free-for-all brawl. When power-mad
alien conquerer Thanos (Josh Brolin) tries to unite
the six Infinity Gems, The Avengers, Black Panther,
Doctor Strange, Spider-Man and the Guardians of
the Galaxy must join forces to stop him from using
them to wipe out half the life in the universe. Any-
thing you can say about this counts as a spoiler. It's
certainly not the best entry point for the Marvel Cin-
ematic, relying on 10 years of backstory and setup.
But it is a surprising, satisfying and shockingly dark
capper to this second phase of the MCU. 149 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

Book Club
Everybody loves a movie about sassy old ladies! …
Especially other old ladies. … Well, mostly just other
old ladies. Here, an A-list group of seniors (Diane
Keaton, Jane Fonda, Candice Bergen, Mary Steen-
burgen) reads 50 Shades of Grey at its monthly
book club meeting, inspiring several comic sexual
shenanigans. Relax, ladies, it's a terrible, terrible
book. PG-13. (Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX, High Ridge)

Deadpool 2
Foul-mouthed (and frequently ultraviolent) vigilante
Deadpool (Ryan Reynolds) returns for another R-
rated outing. This time around, stung by tragedy, our
anti-hero decides he needs a family. He fast-tracks
it by "adopting" a hot-headed young mutant kid
(Julian Dennison from Hunt for the Wilderpeople),
who is being hunted down by a pissed-off cyborg
from the future (Josh Brolin). The plot is much less
important than the wacky asides and rude jokes,
which are amped up even from the 2016 original.
Reviewed in v27 i20. 119 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix

OPENING THIS WEEK

American Animals
Reviewed this issue. 116 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
6/22 at Century Rio, High Ridge)

Ava
Director Sadaf Foroughi bases this film on her own
adolescent experiences coming of age to well-to-do
parents in modern-day Tehran. Our fictionalized Ava
(Mahour Jabbari) is a bright and focused teenager—
until her mistrustful and overprotective mother
grows increasingly concerned about her daughter's
sexual activity, forcing the girl to rebel against her
family's religious strictures. In Persian with English
subtitles. 103 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
6/22 at Guild Cinema)

Dirty Dancing
Jennifer Grey and Patrick Swayze get (not very) dirty
in this tune-filled flashback from 1987. 100 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Sunday 6/24 at Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Drilling Mora County
This locally made documentary covers how Mora
County, N.M., became the first county in the United
States to enact a fracking ban. Interviews with at-
torneys, activists and elected officials show how the
groundbreaking legislation was passed. The film's
director, David Luis Leal Cortez, will be on hand for
a post-film Q&A featuring some special guest
speakers. 54 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday
6/23 at Guild Cinema)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Seems that troubled Isla Nublar now has an addi-
tional problem (besides all those man-eating di-
nosaurs on the loose). Wouldn't you know it: The
entire island has been sitting on a dormant volcano
this entire time, and it's now exploding. Naturally, a
mix of untrustworthy mercenaries and squabbling
scientists (plus dinosaur trainer Chris Pratt and op-
erations manager Bryce Dallas Howard) head back
to the island to rescue a bunch of the giant lizards
before, you know, lava. What could possibly go
wrong? Oh, I don't know: The exact same crap
that's gone wrong in the last four films? Don't get
me wrong. This trope-filled sequel is extremely excit-
ing for the most part. But it lacks the original's
sense of wonder and gets increasingly dumb—
somehow ending up as a haunted house story, but
with dinosaurs instead of ghosts. 128 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thursday 6/21 at Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Land Before Time
George Lucas and Steven Spielberg presented this
enjoyable 1988 animated cartoon about dinosaurs
from former Disney animator Don Bluth (The Secret
of NIMH). Believe it or not, this thing spawned 13
sequels! (Last I checked, anyway.) 69 minutes. G.
(Opens Wednesday 6/27 at Flix Brewhouse)

Mary Shelley
Elle Fanning (Super 8), Masie Williams ("Game of
Thrones") and Bel Powley (The Diary of a Teenage
Girl) star in this costumed biopic recounting the
love affair between 18-year-old Mary Wollstonecraft
Godwin (Fanning) and poet Percy Shelly (Douglas
Booth, Jupiter Ascending)—which resulted in her
writing a little yarn called Frankenstein. The produc-
tion looks lush, and filmmaker Haifaa Al-Mansour
(Wadja) aims for the appropriate level of feminist
ire; but the script is lifeless and disjointed. 120
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 6/22 at Guild Cin-
ema)

The Misandrists
Canadian underground provocateur Bruce La Bruce
(No Skin Off My Ass, The Raspberry Reich, Otto; or
Up With Dead People, L.A. Zombie) vacillates be-
tween melodrama, camp and hardcore pornography
in this typically "for the converted only" piece of
self-conscious Eurotrash. Injured and hunted, a
male leftist stumbles across a remote "school for
wayward girls," which is secretly the stronghold of
the all-lesbian Female Liberation Army. Feeling sorry
for the fellow "criminal," one of the girls takes sym-
pathy on the man and hides him in the basement.
Naturally, this runs afoul of the domineering FLA

leaders' rules—not to mention her plans to take
over the world via lesbian porn. Perfect, if you're in
the mood for a radical political screwball comedy
with hardcore sex. 91 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Tuesday 6/26 at Guild Cinema)

Race 3
The Indian action series (weirdly, and very loosely,
adapted from the 1999 Patricia Arquette/Dermot
Mulroney neo-noir comedy Goodbye Lover) dumps
the cast and storyline of its previous installments.
This one stars Anil Kapoor (Tezaab, Janbaaz, Vi-
rasat) as the head of an Indian Mafia empire that's
being fought over by his ruthless kids. In Hindi with
English subtitles. 160 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Thursday 6/21 at Century 14 Downtown)

Revolting Rhymes
This collection of warped animated fairy tales (done
in a sort of film noir style) is based on the book
written by Roald Dahl and illustrated by Quentin
Blake. Dominic West, Rob Brydon and Rose Leslie
provide some of the voices. It's directed by the
makers of The Gruffalo and was nominated for an
Academy Award. 60 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday
6/26 at Guild Cinema)

Survivor's Guide to Prison
Danny Trejo, Susan Sarandon, Patricia Arquette,
Danny Glover, Cynthia Nixon, Ice-T, Quincy Jones,
Busta Rhymes, Russell Simmons and Macklemore
are just some of the famous talking heads in this
documentary about justice and prison reform. Os-
tensibly a rule book for dealing with corrupt, violent
and/or racist cops, the film mostly reiterates film-
maker Matthew Cooke's thesis that the American
justice system is broken. It makes some important
points, but the aggro visual style really makes it
look like an MTV promo video. There will be a Q&A
after the screening featuring several local panelists.
102 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 6/24 at
Guild Cinema)

West Side Story
Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn and
Rita Moreno are among the singing and dancing
cast of this 1961 Academy Award-winner (10 of
'em!). This classic musical take on the time-hon-
ored Romeo and Juliet theme takes our star-
crossed lovers into gangland New York of the ’50s.
152 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 6/24 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
This lovely and incredibly welcome documentary ex-
plores the life, lessons and legacy of iconic chil-
dren's show host Fred Rogers—whose compassion,
earnestness and fundamental "goodness" seem to
be in desperately short supply in today's con-
tentious world. Be prepared to get hit with a wave of
nostalgia and emotion. It's OK to cry, even. Mr.
Rogers said so. Morgan Neville (an Oscar winner for

Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

First Reformed
Paul Schrader (Taxi Driver, Hardcore) writes and di-
rects this ham-handed melodrama-cum-thriller
which remixes the "angry white man" vibe of his
previous films to odd effect. Ethan Hawke is a con-
flicted, drunken priest at a historic church in up-
state New York. More of a guide to tourists than a
spiritual advisor to his shrinking congregation, he
jumps at the chance to help a young parishioner
(Amanda Seyfried, Mamma Mia!) with a troubled
husband. Turns out the hubby's a gung-ho environ-
mental activist who wants very much to blow some-
thing up. Weirdly, our priest listens to all the
internet-derived global warming statistics and de-
cides maybe he should blow something up. Conve-
niently, the person paying for his church's upcoming
200th anniversary celebration owns one of the
most polluting companies in America. Also, the
priest is dying of cancer. Subtle this ain't. 113 min-
utes. R. (High Ridge)

Gotti
John Travolta gobs on the makeup to play infamous
mob boss John Gotti in this long-delayed, made-for-
TV-movie-esque biopic for director Kevin Connolly
(better known as Eric on "Entourage"). Go watch
The Godfather for the fifteeth time instead. 105
minutes. R. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Hereditary
An overly emotional wife, mother and artist (Toni
Collette, The Sixth Sense) dreams of getting out
from under the thumb of her unstable, domineering
mother. But when mom finally dies, our protagonist
finds her family (distracted teenage son, seemingly
autistic daughter and confused hubby Gabriel
Bryne) plagued by a string of horrific tragedies.
Haunted by the ghosts of Sirk, Bergman, Tarkovsky,
Greenaway and Lynch, first-time filmmaker Ari Aster
displays a strong visual eye and a flair for the
shocking in this art house thriller—which slowly
transmogrifies from dark domestic drama to pitch-
black, cosmic horror. 127 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Hotel Artemis
In riot-torn, crime-riddled, near-future Los Angeles,
Jodie Foster (well, Jodie Foster playing a crazy, hard-
ass nurse) runs a secret emergency hospital for
criminals. Sterling K. Brown, Dave Bautista, Jeff
Goldblum, Sophia Boutella, Jenny Slate, Zachary
Quinto and Charlie Day are among the oddball cast
of this blood-and-bullet-soaked exercise in over-
the-top, ’80s-style action. 94 minutes. R. (Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
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proceeds to seduce and reject an innocent neighbor
girl (Ronan), much to the delight of his bitter host.
Don't worry, there are plenty of other messy love af-
fairs to go around. Although the script pares away
much of Chekhov's weighty dialogue for modern au-
diences, the whole thing remains a stodgy and stage-
bound affair. 98 minutes. (High Ridge)

Solo: A Star Wars Story
Here we are treated to the first solo (so to speak) ori-
gin story for a Star Wars character. Alden Ehrenreich
(Stoker) stars as the cocky young flyboy Han Solo,
meeting his future copilot Chewbacca and acquiring
the Millennium Falcon from suave gambler Lando
Calrissian (a perfectly cast Donald Glover). This tries
to explain a lot of things that didn't really need ex-
plaining and can't possibly be all things to all fans—
nevertheless, its an entertaining romp full of energy
and action. Reviewed in v27 i22. 135 minutes. PG-
13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

SuperFly
Evidently we're down to the "S"es on remakes. Here,
the 1972 blaxploitation classic from Gordon Parks Jr.
gets a modern-day update. (We got Shaft back in
2000.) Brought to life by noted hip hop music video
guru "Director X," this one transfers the story of slick
cocaine dealer Youngblood Priest
(singer/dancer/actor Travis Jackson) from Harlem to
Atlanta. Our antihero wants to make one last score
before retiring to Montenegro with his two girl-
friends—but we all know how that sort of thing works
out. Go watch Scarface for the fifteenth time instead.
116 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Tag
A small group of former classmates organize an elab-
orate, annual game of tag—the same one they've
been playing since they were kids. The game is
threatened, though, when the as-yet-untagged cham-
pion threatens to quit after 30 years. Among our
overly competitive adults are Jake Johnson, Ed
Helms, Jon Hamm, Hannibal Burress and Jeremy

Renner. Weirdly enough, this raunchy comedy is
based on a true story. 100 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

SECOND RUN

Action Point
Former "Jackass" Johnny Knoxville stars as the crack-
pot owner of a homemade, low-rent, out-of-control
amusement park filled with dangerously unsafe rides.
Knoxville provided all his own stunts for this punish-
ing slapstick comedy. 84 minutes. R. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Black Panther
Prince T'Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father's death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). Reviewed in v27 i8. 134
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Blockers
Three teenage girls make a pact to lose their virginity
on prom night in what is essentially a reworking of
every teen sex comedy since Porky's. However, by
concentrating on the panicked parents (Leslie Mann,
John Cena, Ike Barinholtz) scouring the town to pre-
vent their daughters' deflowering, the film finds a
fresh outlet for the raunchy outlandishness. 102 min-
utes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Breaking In
A mother (Gabriel Union) with two children can't con-
tact the police or get help when violent home in-
vaders break into her "impenetrable" high-tech
house and take her kids hostage, so she goes all
Liam Neeson on their asses. 88 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

I Can Only Imagine
This drama relates the "inspiring and unknown true
story" behind the beloved, chart-topping Christian
rock song that I've totally never heard of. Spoiler
alert: It was written by MercyMe's lead vocalist after
his dad died. 110 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

I Feel Pretty
Amy Schumer stars in this romantic comedy about
an ordinary, insecure woman who conks her head in
spin class and suddenly develops the self-confi-
dence of the most beautiful woman on Earth—even
though she's still ordinary looking. 110 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The Miracle Season
n this prefab, uplifting, "based in a true story" sport-
ing drama, the members of a high school girls' volley-
ball team in small town Iowa City try to cope with the
sudden loss of their star player and team leader. 99
minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Ready Player One
In near future America, people spend most of their
time living in the virtual reality world of The Oasis. But
when the reclusive creator of the game dies, he
leaves behind a series of clues. The first player to
solve them will gain control of The Oasis. Now it's up
to one impoverished teen (Tye Sheradan) and his
pals to crack it. 140 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Sherlock Gnomes
Johnny Depp provides the voice for Sherlock
Gnomes, a ceramic detective hired to investigate the
mysterious disappearance of a bunch of garden
gnomes in this animated sequel to 2011's Gnomeo
& Juliet. 86 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Super Troopers 2
A solid 17 years after its first cult hit, the Broken
Lizard comedy troupe returns with this rude, drug-
laced sequel. This time around our gang of undisci-
plined state troopers are involved in a border dispute
between the US and Canada. 100 minutes. R.
(Movies 8)

A Wrinkle in Time
In this adaptation of Madeleine L'Engle's beloved
junior sci-fi novel, a stubborn 13-year-old goes on a
trippy quest through time and space looking for her
astrophysicist father who has been sucked into a
"tesseract." 109 minutes. PG. (Movies West)

Incredibles 2
After 14 years Pixar returns to the Parr family, the
clan of superpowered folks who fought off enforced
retirement. Now the family is thrown for a loop when
mom Elastigirl (Holly Hunter) is recruited by a high-
profile, Avengers-style team, leaving dad Mr. Incredi-
ble (Craig T. Nelson) to play Mr. Mom to his
superpowered kids—including wonder baby Jack-
Jack. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

Mountain
Halfway between a high-altitude sports documentary
and a Koyaanisqatsi-style image-and-music medita-
tion, this arty film is directed by Australian filmmaker
Jennifer Peedom and narrated by Willem Dafoe. Heli-
copter shots of towering mountain peaks and slow-
motion footage of snowdrifts cascading off
vertiginous peaks are punctuated by the Australian
Symphony Orchestra's loudest timpanis and Dafoe's
pseudo-poetic voiceover. ("The mountains we climb
are not just make of rock and ice … but dreams and
desires.") Occasionally we see some white guys scal-
ing these mountaintops. The footage (shot by noted
mountaineer and photographer Renan Ozturk) is fre-
quently arresting. But the lack of information and
purpose makes this outdoor doc rather vague. Re-
viewed in v27 i24. 74 minutes. PG. (High Ridge)

Ocean's 8
In this "side-quel" to the previous Ocean's trilogy,
Danny Ocean's sister (Sandra Bullock) gets out of jail
and immediately plots an impossibly complex heist
to steal a fortune in diamonds from the Met Gala.
Naturally, this involves recruiting a team of (female)
thieves, cons and scam artists to pull off. Kate
Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Sarah Paul-
son, Helena Bonham Carter, Dakota Fanning and Ri-
hanna are among the star-studded cast. 110
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
High Ridge)

Overboard
Anna Faris ("Mom") and Spanglish comedy star Eu-
genio Derbez (Instructions Not Included, How to Be a
Latin Lover) star in this gender-flipped remake of the
1987 Goldie Hawn/Kurt Russell rom-com. This time
around she's the poor, mistreated contractor and
he's the spoiled rich yacht owner suffering from am-
nesia. That counts as clever in today's Hollywood.
112 minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

A Quiet Place
Normally comedic actor John Krasinski ("The Office")
directs this emotional, eerily minimalist horror thriller
(and stars in it alongside wife Emily Blunt). After the
Earth is invaded and nearly decimated by creatures
that hunt by sound, a tight-knit family is forced to live
on the run (and in total silence). When mom gets
pregnant, the terrified parents' (rather justified) over-
protectiveness is tested to the limit. 90 minutes. PG-
13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

RBG
Much-admired Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg gets the biopic treatment with this look into
her life and work. Not just a tribute to the energetic
life of one tough, smart, even-tempered lady, the doc-
umentary also stands as a monument to her legacy
of precedent-setting legal writing. 98 minutes. PG.
(High Ridge)

The Rider
On the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, a
young horse trainer and wannabe rodeo star suffers
a life-threatening, career-ending brain injury. And yet,
economic realities and the macho attitude of friends
pressure him to get back in the saddle (literally and
figuratively). This intimate, brutally honest drama is
remarkable for the painful empathy it displays for its
characters—and for the fact that star Brady Jandreau
is a non-actor playing a role that is at least 60 per-
cent inspired by his own true-life brush with death.
104 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

The Seagull
Elisabeth Moss, Saoirse Ronan and Annette Bening
headline this drama based on the Chekhov play. An
aging actress (Bening) pays a visit to her brother's
lakeside estate. She brings with her a successful and
charismatic novelist (Corey Stoll from Ant-Man). He

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
June 29 and 30 • 10:30PM

DOORPRIZES COURTESY OF

Midnig
ht

Movie

Madnes
s

PRESENTS

The�30th�Anniversary�screening�of

John�Waters'�HAIRSPRAY
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SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH

Euth Group
Early Mistakes: Demos 2016-2018
(Self-Released)

The liner notes to this
explosively entertaining,
twisting and turning EDM
meets rocanrol discourse
say that this is a
compendium of “failed”
demos. If what follows is
failed then I am truly
fucked: This is some of the most inventive,
perpendicularly syncopated electronic rock to
come out of the dry and desert-doomed mouth
of Dirt City in some time. Starting with the
propulsive and impulsive opener, “Slim As A
Whip”—whose jangly guitars start out friendly
before becoming neatly threatening—and
continuing through messy, subtly unhinged
masterworks like “Succumbing to the Garden of
Life”—where the use of an unabashedly,
electronically manipulated drum track is not only
acceptable but preferred—this album has a life of
its own and grows unchecked once listeners tap
the play button. Favorite track: “Polished”—
that’s pure power.

Spicy Bois
Ugly Delicious
(Self-Released)

It’s 2018; everybody
wants to be a rapper. It’s
the new thing, replacing
the thing where
adherents of popular
culture (read: just about every goddamn
American from here to Califas) wanted to be a
rock star, and previous to that a serious crooner
with a silk smoking jacket. Spicy Bois are
certainly on the right track here, if one sees the
accomplishment of affiliation with hip-hop nation
as a dutiful activity for young Americans. Too
often though, the vernacular is gleaned from hip-
hop’s standard repertoire: women are “bitches”
and success can be adequately symbolized
through references to money. Now that I’ve got
that disclosure out of the way, I’ve got to admit
there are some pretty tasty bits on this record
such as “Ruckus (OG Spice)” and the amazingly
affecting, unforeseen closer, “Icarus (Tribute to
Billy McFarland).”

Golconda
Valle Crucis
(Two Labyrinths Records)

Valle Crucis is a vaprous,
haunting album, of the
same quality of the
ghosts and spirits that
linger over human experience, particularly those
concerned with suffering, desire and redemption.
Throughout the work, the deliberate musicality
of singer-songwriter Luke Gullickson and his
band shimmers quietly with purposeful guidance
as it carries listeners through narratives that
touch on universal archetypes. All of this
happens while Gullickson gracefully lends
personal experience to the proceedings in
sweetly melodic, almost whispered tones. This is
a short-length, deeply sentimental offering; the
quality and casual excellence of execution—
especially on tracks like “Mnemosyne” and “Isle
of Rest” make it worth a listen that can be
engaged any time the world is imagined as a
heavy, unconquerable entity. a

MUSIC | InTervIew

The Biggest Planet
In conversation with Ashes of Jupiter

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
ny credible scientific discourse on
astronomical matters will bring
the planet Jupiter into play. The

damn thing is so big that the light it
reflects off of the sun can cast a
shadow upon Earth and its occupants.
The ancients were well aware of this
formidable giant and named the
swirling collection of iridescent gas,
thick clouds, ear-shattering thunder
and heavy, constant storms after their
chief god, Jove.

So it follows: adding the
auspicious term to your creative
formula when you’re a band
producing heavy sounds executed
with a combination of daring reason
and the blasted-out passion of a life
spent in the clutches of rocanrol—
performing this or that nativity in
black—must be seen as an essential
option.

To find out about this rocking
aspect of celestial mechanics, Weekly
Alibi met with Ashes of Jupiter, an
up-and-coming heavy metal band from outta
El Buque. They do hard rock and metal while
displaying a carnivorous tendency to act upon
the big planet’s most awesome proclivities,
balancing the violence of nature with the
grace of the cosmos for a sound that kicks the
other planets’ collective arses.

Weekly Alibi: How long have you guys

been playing in this current

configuration?

Adam Liston: Almost for a year now.

How did you come together as a group?

We’ve all known each other for going on 10
years. Jared, Tim and myself decided to get
something together, musically. We got
something together, but we needed a bass
player. After going through a couple of duds,
we got a hold of Rob. Well, Jared got a hold of
Rob. That’s how we ended up with this
current setup.

Tim Scarberry: I think there’s just a really
good dynamic between the four of us.
Albuquerque’s a pretty small, tight-knit
community, especially the art scene and the
music scene. Everybody kinda knows
everybody. Through various forms, throughout
the years we’ve had the opportunity to play
alongside a lot of great musicians. But this
iteration of the band feels the strongest; it
feels natural. Everyone contributes.

What would you say to someone who

hasn’t heard you play, but wanted to know

what you are about? What are the Ashes

of Jupiter?

Jared Houston: We’ve actually had that
conversation. Many times. I still haven’t really
figured out how to describe our sound to
anybody. The best thing I can do is say that it’s
like a mix of Creedence Clearwater Revival
meets Alter Bridge. In a weird way.

Adam: That’s what I hear in my head. It’s
got a nice mix of Southern rock deep inside,
but with a taste of metal, modern metal:
intricate melodies and vocals going on and lots
of really riffy guitars. 

Robson Guy: And catchy lyrics. The
earworms as we like to call them.

Adam, do you write the lyrics as well as

sing them? Are they about anything in

particular?

Yes, I’m the lyricist. Currently we’re following
a storyline that started out as Jared’s
brainchild, but I took it and ran. If you’ve ever
watched Firefly, it’s along that vein, the idea
where a [special] child is born out of celestial
warfare. It’s about one civilization trying to
take over everything else. There’s a Star Wars
piece in there, too.

Some music critics say that when a band

enters the realm of Sci-Fi, they’re moving

toward prog and away from metal. Any

truth to that?

Tim: I think we’ve always had prog influences;
you can hear it in our work.

I think the Southern rock infusion is cool.

Southern rock gets overlooked a lot, I

think. How does that influence play out in

your music?

Jared: A lot of that comes from Tim, big time.

Where do you get your guitar sound, Tim?

I don’t come from just one source. I like a lot
of prog-rock, some of the new age stuff too,
like Dream Theater. But I grew up on Led
Zeppelin, I grew up on The Rolling Stones.
There is a lot of rock that’s timeless, that will
always be a source and inspiration. I would,
not many would say this, but probably even
put bands like Pantera on my list. They’re not
a huge influence of mine, but you can feel that
Southern style in the way they write their
music. I feel like maybe we’ve tapped a little
bit of that. Our music isn’t super, super heavy,
but listeners can definitely feel the influences;
they know where we are coming from,
musically and they can relate to it.

Adam: The ideas and concepts we have,
they’re not overwhelming, but we present
them in an exciting, listenable way, that’s loud
as fuck, to boot.

What’s the name of new EP and when

does it drop?

The recording is called Celestial Warfare and
it’s been available since June 8. Our release
party is on Friday, June 22 at the
Launchpad.

Is that show going to fucking rock?

Adam: Well, Jupiter is the biggest planet in
the solar system.a

Ashes of Jupiter CD Release Party

Friday, June 22 • Launchpad • 618 Central Ave. SW

8pm • $5 • 21+

Ashes of Jupiter ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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THURSDAY JUNE 21
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van Country •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock,
soul, jazz, swing, Western • 6pm • FREE

THE COPPER LOUNGE Comedy Open Mic • 7pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Rebel Heart • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies' Night •
Severo y Grupo Fuego • Latin, Spanish • 9pm • FREE • 21+

JAM SPOT blinddryve • alt.metal • Warlike Wolves • 7:30pm • $6-$8

LAUNCHPAD Treepeople • Lenguas Largas • psychedelic, rock •
Prism Bitch • punk • 9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Sixes • Lilith • shoegaze, sludge • Sword
Horse • Gravework • 8pm • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Benny Bassett • acoustic rock •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM The Mikes • rock • 8pm

SISTER Bells Bright Night Summer Solstice Tap Takeover • 5pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Glenn McLaughlin • variety •
8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY JUNE 22
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Steven Brown •
variety • 4:30pm • Beg, Borrow and Steal • variety • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Mike Butterfield
and the 10 O'clock Blues • blues, rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

BROKEN TRAIL TASTING ROOM One for the Road Comedy • 8pm

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Blu Sol • dance,
variety • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE •
21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Little Anthony & the Imperials • soul,
oldies • 8pm • $20-$30 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Ashes of Jupiter • SuperGiant • stoner rock • The
Despots • surf, punk, blues, rock • Sorry Guero • American death
groove • 8pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY GatoFest • Garry Blackchild •
folk, roots • C.W. Ayon • Moonshine Blind • country • Felix Y los
Gatos • Americana, blues, rock • 7pm • Headliners Comedy
Presents • 9:35pm • $5 • 21+

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Folk Family Revival • country •
8pm

SISTER Zone Out: Another DJ Night • Dillon PC • electronic • 9pm •
FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Hops and Dreams • Desert
Darlings • bellydance • 8pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI'S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Mystic Vic Blues Band •
blues • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JUNE 23
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Casey and the
Remnants • variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • Twist ’n’ Shout • variety • 8:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Rebel Heart • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DUEL BREWING The Open Bra: Round 3 • burlesque, improv,
variety • 7pm • FREE • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Blu Sol • dance,
variety • 9pm • FREE • 21+

Calendar |MusiC
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HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE •
21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY The Sol Doctors • blues, rock •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Back to the Route • Who Killed Carla • Cowboys and
Indian • rockabilly • The Rudy Boy Experiment • rock, blues • 4pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Jessica’s Reign • claasic rock, pop • 8pm

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Jir Project • variety • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Navy Gangs • Carrier Waves • Sleepy Hero •
Port Alice • rock • 9pm • $7 • 21+

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • Free

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Dos Gatos • blues, Americana,
swing • 6pm

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Saudade • Brazilian jazz, world •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Frankly Scarlett • variety • 8pm •
FREE

SISTER Hyroglifics • drum and bass • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-song-
writer • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK RJ Perez • funk, blues • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

SUNDAY JUNE 24
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dusty Low • folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Erra • progressive metal • The Westwind Band •
country • Scarless • metal • Fighting Monsters • Texas Gigantism •
8pm

SUNSHINE THEATER The Front Bottoms • indie, rock • Kevin Devine •
8pm • 13+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Albuquerque Megaband Jam • acoustic
string band • 9am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY JUNE 25
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jim Jones •
country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Blitzar • Domestic Blend • The Dirty Shades •
rock, soul, R&B • Eddie Brewer and the Manic Episodes • jazz,
swing, bossa nova • 9pm

SISTER Love-Birds • Slow Motion Cowboys • folk • Bud Melvin • St.
Petersburg • indie rock • 8pm • $5

TUESDAY JUNE 26
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Combichrist • industrial • Death Valley
High • 6pm • $20

LAUNCHPAD The Timewreckers • cosmic country • Fleece • Lucania •
Electric Sheep • 9pm • $7 • 21+

O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Homie Hangout Comedy Open Mic •
9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY JUNE 27
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DUEL BREWING Wikki Wikki Wednesday • DJ Wae Fonky •
Cloudface • Randy B • hip-hop • 9pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD The Absence • Aethere • Wolf King • Desecrated
Humanity • variety • 9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Matt Snow and Masen Free • Torche • Azoe
and Prophet • Judah of Lions • DJenerit • HEVTHEN • Tejj'i Malik •
Gator Lavey • Qwon Chi • variety • 7pm

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • Free

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Sloan Armitage • acoustic,
singer-songwriter, indie • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Black Milk • hip-hop • Nat Turner Band • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Casey Mraz • rock, soul, pop, Latin •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Friday JUNE 22 8:00pm Doors

Thursday JUNE 21 8:00pm Doors

Sunday JUNE 24 8:00pm Doors

Saturday JUNE 23 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday JUNE 26 8:00pm Doors

Thursday JUNE 28 8:00pm Doors

Friday JUNE 29 8:00pm Doors

Saturday JUNE 30 8:00pm Doors

TREEPEOPLE
LENGUAS LARGAS  PRISM BITCH

ASHES OF JUPITER
CD RELEASE SHOW
SUPERGIANT  THE DESPOTS 

SORRY GUERO

RUMBLER THUNDER 2018:
“BACK TO THE ROUTE”
TROPHIES / RAFFLE PRIZES / LIVE MUSIC

 WHO KILLED CARLA
COWBOYS AND INDIAN

 THE RUDY BOY EXPERIMENT

ERRA
WESTWIND  SCARLESS

FIGHTING MONSTERS  TEXAS GIGANTISM

THE TIMEWRECKERS  FLEECE
LUCANIA  ELECTRIC SHEEP

CASTLE
ANESTHESIA

THE HORNED GOD  RED MESA

EXMORTUS
HATCHET  SUSPENDED

TORTURE VICTIM  POWERHOUSE

RED LIGHT CAMERAS  SUN JUNE
EILEEN & THE IN-BETWEENS

GLITTER VOMIT  SLEEPSPENT (SOLO)

THIS
THURSDAY!!!
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baked goods | cannabis review by josHua lee

Hot and Heavy
A dalliance with Cannaceutics

I
want the things I can't have. It could be a
particularly American problem. Who can
tell anymore? Either way, that old drive

made me choose Forbidden Fruit (THC:
20.81%—$10/gram) right off the menu at
Cannaceutics without even asking about the
specs.

I hadn't had much time to look at the
menu, mind you. For the first time ever, I
beat the rush and was the only person
in line. It's been a while since I
visited last, and one of the reasons I
stopped coming by was the
constantly crowded waiting room. (I
just couldn't get the timing down
right, I guess.) Since then, they've
knocked out a wall and expanded
into the next office, giving
patients plenty of leg room while
they wait.

(Another change I would notice
later was the addition of testing results
on their packaging, something they weren't
doing the last time I passed through. Good
for them.)

What wasn't different was the lack of a
showroom. There were no edibles or cutesy
packaging to admire, no slick glass cases full
of glass paraphernalia—just a menu, a take-
a-number machine and a teller window in
one wall.

I've gotten used to the clinical setting,
but I can still remember feeling
uncomfortable the first time I walked into
the sparsely decorated, cave-like office. If
you've never been there, make sure not to
let the atmosphere color your experience.
The staff (especially the one and only
budtender I've ever seen behind the
counter) are very friendly and
knowledgeable. You just have to talk to
them through what appears to be bullet-
proof glass. 

After finding out that an ancient punch
card hiding in the back corner of my wallet
afforded me a free pre-roll, I picked out
Purple Widow (THC: 18.13%—$12/gram) to
go along with my first choice. This one was
less of a knee-jerk move. I'm a big fan of
White Widow (one of the strain's parents),
and my favorite color is purple. Easy choice.

I rolled out just as three other patients
rolled in. Suckers, I thought.

I drove through the liquid heat of the day
and ran to my apartment. Anticipatory
sweat streamed between my shoulder blades
as I peeled away the packaging of the
fetchingly-named Forbidden Fruit. I broke
apart the buds, feeling their weight and
presence. They were sticky and moist,
leaving tacky patches on the tips of my
fingers after the pipe was packed. Aromatic
and charming, it curled in the bowl,
patiently waiting for me to make the next
move.

I lit it with gusto and took a deep, throat-
clenching hit. I gasped and coughed. It

tasted sweet and fruity, with sour highlights.
It took a moment, but the unmistakable
flavor of taboo was clearly there. It's hard to
describe to someone who hasn't tasted it—
kind of like licking a battery slathered in
strawberry jam or mustard? No, no. It's gone.
I've lost it.

The indica side of this strain seemed the
most pronounced to me. The effects were

predictably sensual. My mind went quiet
as my limbs went slack and my body
opened up. My pupils dilated, my
breathing slowed. I was overcome with
a sense of returning to a familiar and
comforting void. I rested there,
beyond the world of sensation and

temporal placement. It was very
pleasant.

A little while later—after a
slowly eaten and thoroughly

enjoyed dinner—I topped off the
evening with taste of Purple Widow.

I was still tender from the first bowl, so I
started a bit more slowly. The buds were just
as fresh and springy as the Fruit, but with a
denser body and a robust, earthy scent. It
tasted tangy and swampy, with peppery
exhales that tickled my throat and caused
me to squirm and cough. 

Despite being listed as an indica-
dominant hybrid, I noticed effects I usually
associate with sativas—namely: a giggly
sense of well-being coupled with a sharp
tongue. I was overwhelmed with an
unexpected sense of belonging and the
desire to talk, talk, talk. 

It was getting late, though, and I was
expecting a more laid back after-dinner
experience, so I did something I rarely talk
about in polite company: I mixed both
strains in a single bowl and strapped in for a
fun, sexy time.

After a few hits, I forgot what I was doing
and wandered out onto the patio. The night
was lazy and dreamy. The railing overlooks a
field of brush, and I sensed movement
below. Generations of rabbits have made the
spot their home and it isn't uncommon to
see a few running around. Coyotes come
through from time to time, grabbing the odd
meal and scaring the shit out of me when I
spot them. 

I froze and listened to the rustling. After
some time, a gurgling moan escaped from
between the dusty branches. My concern
spiked before I realized it was just a stray cat
making some kind of terrible mating call.
Disgusting. a

Cannaceutics

672-8734

4316 Carlisle Blvd., Ste. D

Hours: Tue-Fri 10:30am-5pm, Sat 10:30am-

3:30pm

First-time freebies: Yes
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): According to my
analysis of the astrological omens, you have cosmic
permission to enjoy extra helpings of waffles, crepes,
pancakes and blintzes. Eating additional pastries and
doughnuts is also encouraged. Why? Because it's high
time for you to acquire more ballast. You need more
gravitas and greater stability. You can't afford to be
top-heavy; you must be hard to knock over. If you
would prefer not to accomplish this noble goal by
adding girth to your butt and gut, find an alternate way.
Maybe you could put weights on your shoes and think
very deep thoughts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You're slipping into the
wild heart of the season of discovery. Your curiosity is
mounting. Your listening skills are growing more robust.
Your willingness to be taught and influenced and
transformed is at a peak. And what smarter way to take
advantage of this fertile moment than to decide what
you most want to learn about during the next three
years? For inspiration, identify a subject you'd love to
study, a skill you'd eagerly stretch yourself to master
and an invigorating truth that would boost your
brilliance if you thoroughly embodied it.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Playwright and novelist
Samuel Beckett won the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1969. Four of his works were essential in earning that
award: the play Waiting for Godot, and the novels
Molloy, Malone Dies and The Unnamable. Beckett
wrote all of them in a two-year span during the late
’40s. During that time, he was virtually indigent. He and
his companion Suzanne survived on the paltry wage
she made as a dressmaker. We might draw the
conclusion from his life story that it is at least possible
for a person to accomplish great things despite having
little money. I propose that we make Beckett your role
model for the coming weeks, Gemini. May he inspire
you to believe in your power to become the person you
want to be no matter what your financial situation may
be.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): I suggest you ignore the
temptation to shop around for new heroes and
champions. It would only distract you from your main
assignment in the coming weeks, which is to be more of
a hero and champion yourself. Here are some tips to
guide you as you slip beyond your overly modest self-
image and explore the liberations that may be possible
when you give yourself more credit. Tip #1: Finish
outgrowing the old heroes and champions who've
served you well. Tip #2: Forgive and forget the
disappointing heroes and hypocritical champions who
betrayed their own ideals. Tip #3: Exorcise your
unwarranted admiration for mere celebrities who might
have snookered you into thinking they're heroes or
champions.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): "A waterfall would be more
impressive if it flowed the other way," said Irish writer
Oscar Wilde. Normally, I would dismiss an idea like this,
even though it's funny and I like funny ideas. Normally, I
would regard such a negative assessment of the
waterfall's true nature, even in jest, to be unproductive
and enfeebling. But none of my usual perspectives are
in effect as I evaluate the possibility that Wilde's
declaration might be a provocative metaphor for your
use in the coming weeks. For a limited time only, it
might be wise to meditate on a waterfall that flows the
other way.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Stage magicians may
seem to make a wine glass hover in mid-air, or transform
salt into diamonds, or make doves materialize and fly
out of their hands. It's all fake, of course—tricks
performed by skilled illusionists. But here's a twist on
the old story: I suspect that for a few weeks, you will
have the power to generate effects that may, to the
uninitiated, have a resemblance to magic tricks—except
that your magic will be real, not fake. And you will have
worked very hard to accomplish what looks easy and
natural. And the marvels you generate will, unlike the
illusionists', be authentic and useful.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The coming weeks will be
a favorable time to accentuate and brandish the
qualities that best exemplify your Libran nature. In

other words, be extreme in your moderation. Be pushy
in your attempts to harmonize. Be bold and brazen as
you make supple use of your famous balancing act. I'll
offer you a further piece of advice, as well. My first
astrology teacher believed that when Librans operate
at peak strength, their symbol of power is the iron fist in
the velvet glove: power expressed gracefully, firmness
rendered gently. I urge you to explore the nuances of
that metaphor.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): If I were your mom, I'd
nudge you out the door and say, "Go play outside for a
while!" If I were your commanding officer, I'd award you
a shiny medal for your valorous undercover work and
then order you to take a frisky sabbatical. If I were your
psychotherapist, I would urge you to act as if your past
has no further power to weigh you down or hold you
back, and then I would send you out on a vision quest
to discover your best possible future. In other words,
my dear Scorpio, I hope you will flee your usual haunts.
Get out of the loop and into the open spaces that will
refresh your eyes and heart. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sex education
classes at some high schools employ a dramatic
exercise to illustrate the possible consequences of
engaging in heterosexual lovemaking without using
birth control. Everywhere they go for 2 weeks,
students must carry around a 10-pound bag of flour. It's
a way for them to get a visceral approximation of caring
for an infant. I recommend that you find or create an
equivalent test or trial for yourself in the coming days.
As you consider entering into a deeper collaboration or
making a stronger commitment, you'll be wise to
undertake a dress rehearsal.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Members of the
Dull Men's Club celebrate the ordinary. "Glitz and glam
aren't worth the bother," they declare. "Slow motion
gets you there faster," they pontificate. Showing no
irony, they brag that they are "born to be mild." I
wouldn't normally recommend becoming part of a
movement like theirs, but the next two weeks will be
one of those rare times when aligning yourself with
their principles might be healthy and smart. If you're
willing to explore the virtues of simple, plain living,
make the Swedish term lagom your word of power.
According to the Dull Men's Club, it means "enough,
sufficient, adequate, balanced, suitable, appropriate."

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In the Georgian
language, shemomechama is a word that literally means
"I ate the whole thing." It refers to what happens when
you're already full, but find the food in front of you so
delicious that you can't stop eating. I'm concerned you
might soon be tempted to embark on metaphorical
versions of shemomechama. That's why I'm giving you
a warning to monitor any tendencies you might have to
get too much of a good thing. Pleasurable and
productive activities will serve you better if you stop
yourself before you go too far.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Please do not send me
a lock of your hair or a special piece of your jewelry or a
hundred dollar bill. I will gladly cast a love spell in your
behalf without draining you of your hard-earned cash.
The only condition I place on my free gift is that you
agree to have me cast the love spell on you and you
alone. After all, your love for yourself is what needs
most work. And your love for yourself is the primary
magic that fuels your success in connecting with other
people. (Besides, it's bad karma to use a love spell to
interfere with another person's will.) So if you accept
my conditions, Pisces, demonstrate that you're ready to
receive my telepathic love spell by sending me your
telepathic authorization. a

HOMEWORK: MAKE A GUESS ABOUT WHERE YOU'LL BE

AND WHAT YOU'LL BE DOING 10 YEARS FROM TODAY.

TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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DELIVER ME

I first saw you at The Smith’s on Yale. My friend and I

gave you big smiles. You are the sexiest mailman we

have ever seen. You deliver mail in the university/nob hill

area. I’ve seen you delivering mail since then and you

always get me going. The cheesy grin you gave us back

says you’re into it too. Let’s get some drinks and see

how you look out of that polyester!

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: INob Hill - everywhere on 5/22/2018.

FOREVER LOVE

When I saw you, KP, my world forever changed.

Everything became beautiful because you are so

beautiful and our love so true. My love will never cease,

never falter or wane because now that I have loved you, I

can never be the same. You are the BEST thing that ever

happened to me. I love you with all my heart, forever

forever forever, JL.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Everywhere there is Beauty on 6/9/2018.

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

www.davidmartinezphotography.
com

Buy/Sell/Trade

WILL BUY FURNITURE! CASH!
Always buying your used, well
cared for furniture, from antique
to midcentury modern. Cash!
Will pick up in and around ABQ.
Please text pictures and details
to: (602) 690-6657 for
immediate offer.

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Announcements

SYREENA ANETTE ROBERTS
http://syreenaroberts.com/

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species

needs your help. Call 505-
433-9823 to find out how you
can. Make a difference

Studies

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY

Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape,
sexual assault, or severe
physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstud
y to see if you qualify. Call
505-925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info.

SECONDHAND SMOKE
RESEARCH The UNM College
of Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.

Two visits (1 & 2 hrs) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Allison Segovia 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

4-Wheel Drive

92 JOHN DEERE 5400 4WD
no mechanical
problems,joystick,toolbox,120
0 work h.JD 10A frame mount
backhoe,Compact tractor w
loader. $2000.
Call:5054453848

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Duplexes for Rent

Downtown

w
1 BEDROOM/UNFURN
1 BR dup s. of

downtown, $525 + gas/elec
$250/dd no pets. call 379-
1677, no texts/emails

Office Space

Northeast

w
WELLNESS CENTER
OFFICE Available 7/1

for healthcare practitioner.
Referrals from 3 LMTs.
www.heartlinewellness.com
Amy Zampella at 505-255-
2203 

Houses for Sale

Huning Highland

w
119 ELM ST NE
3BR/3BA In

EDO,$275,000,1/2 block off
Central,1950sqft,3BR/3BA
Updated.Zoned for Live/Work,
Open Sun 6/10 2-4pm. Call

Wellness

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Headaches? Neck, shoulder or
low back pain? Therapeutic
massage can change your life.
$49 first time client. 575-
313-3703 Gwynne Ann Unruh
LMT, RMTI Lic #578 

Counseling/Psychiatr
y

THERAPY NEAR UNM Lucia
Bisbee, LMSW is now
accepting new clients for
individual, adolescent and

family therapy. Call Healthy
Families to schedule
(505.842.9911) or visit
online
HealthyFamiliesABQ.com. Most
insurance plans accepted. 

Licensed Massage

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

w
ACHING? FEEL BETTER!
$55/Hr Deep Tissue/as

requested, Judy, 24 yrs
experience (505) 856-5467
LMT 3274 (If Voice Mail, say

Employment

MATH TEACHER.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM. Teach

Math to secondary students.
Bachelor’s degree or foreign
equiv in math or math

Body & Soul

education. 1 yr exp as middle
or high school math teacher.
Mail resume to Attn: Ebubekir

Orsun, Albuquerque School of
Excellence, 13201 Lomas
Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM
87112, refer to ad #RA.

Lynne VanderMey, 480-5699.
Keller Williams Realty 505-
271-8200

General Real Estate

MINI-HOMESTEAD!
3bd/2bth,fenced,3ac in East
Mts,30 min from big-I, plus 2
story barn/workshop with
upstairs bedrm loft, separate
garden house with chicken-
coop and dog kennel, fenced
garden with grapes & fruit
trees, GROWERS DELIGHT!
Furnished with all appliances
and extras. Asking 120K,
Scott@221-9340(9-5)

Rooms/Roommates

Downtown

w
ROOMING HOUSE
Looking for friendly, kind,

considerate people to rent
rooms in Barelas rooming
house. On bus route, 8 single
rooms share 2 bathrooms
and kitchen. Rent is $425/m
(util included), $150/dd with
m2m lease. Interviews done
on Fri/Sat. For more info, call
505-379-1677 PLEASE DO
NOT TEXT 

your number twice)

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

w
ASHIATSU NEAR UNM
Applying massage with

my feet allows broader deeper

pressure, elongating and
detoxifying the muscles. Info
and booking at
downtoearthbodytherapy.com.
Call for first time discount of
25%, refer to this ad. Heather
Umstot, LMT#7473, 505-250-
9604.Draping required,no
exceptions, professional only.

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722
or visit www.abqsaa.org

Field And Frame

Camera, Audio, 
Lighting, Grip
& Expendables

Rentals and Sales

fieldandframe.com

505.265.5678
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